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ABSTRACT
(57)
An iris biometric recognition module includes technology
for capturing images ofan iris of an eye of a person , whether
the person is moving or stationary. The iris biometric
recognition technology can perform an iris matching proce
dure for, e . g ., authentication or identity purposes , by com

paring a digital iris image to a reference iris image and, if at
least a portion of the digital and reference iris images match ,

authenticating a person as authorized to conduct a financial

transaction .
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AUTHORIZATION OF A FINANCIAL

[0012 ] FIG . 4C depicts a simplified flow diagram for at

TRANSACTION

least one embodiment of a method for corneal distortion

CROSS -REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

correction , which may be performed by the iris processor of
FIG . 1 ;

[0013] FIG . 4D illustrates a simplified result of correction

et al. U .S . application Ser. No. 14 /509,356 , filed Oct . 8 ,

for foreshortening as disclosed herein ;
[0014 ] FIG . 5 depicts a simplified block diagram of at least
one embodiment of a coding processor as disclosed herein ;

Access Control Assembly ” , which claims priority to and the
benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent Application Ser. No .
61/888 , 130 , filed Oct. 8 , 2013; a continuation - in -part of

embodiment of a multiresolution iris code as disclosed
herein ;

Oct. 8 , 2014 , and entitled " Iris Biometric Recognition Mod

one embodiment of a matching processor as disclosed
herein ;

10001] This application is a continuation - in -part of Perna
2014 , and entitled " Iris Biometric Recognition Module and

Perna et al. U . S .patent application Ser. No . 14 /509 ,366 , filed

ule and Access Control Assembly ” , which claimspriority to

and the benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent Application Ser.
No. 61/ 888 , 130 , filed Oct. 8, 2013; and claims priority to
and the benefit of U .S . Provisional Patent Application Ser.
No . 62 /054 , 410 , filed Sep . 24 , 2014 , and entitled “ Authori

zation of a Financial Transaction ” .

BACKGROUND
[0002 ] Many existing iris recognition -based biometric

devices impose strict requirements on the iris image capture
process in order to meet the needs of iris biometric analysis .

For example , many existing devices can only utilize images
that have a clear, straight -on view of the iris . In order to
obtain such images , existing devices typically require the

human subject to be stationary and located very near to the
iris image capture device.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0003] This disclosure is illustrated by way of example
and not by way of limitation in the accompanying figures.

The figures may , alone or in combination, illustrate one or

more embodiments of the disclosure . Elements illustrated in
the figures are not necessarily drawn to scale . Reference
labels may be repeated among the figures to indicate corre
sponding or analogous elements .
[0004 ] FIG . 1 depicts a simplified block diagram of at least
one embodiment of an iris processor for biometric iris
matching , including a pre -processor as disclosed herein ;
[0005 ] FIG . 2 depicts a simplified block diagram of at least

one embodimentof the pre -processor of the iris processor of
FIG . 1;

[0006 ] FIG . 3A depicts a simplified graphical plot illus
trating an effect of camera illumination on pupil and iris

intensity as disclosed herein ;

[0007 ] FIG . 3B depicts an illustration of a result of the

operation of the pre - processor of FIG . 2 ;

[0008] FIG . 3C depicts an illustration of another result of

the operation of the pre -processor of FIG . 2 , with an

[0015 ] FIG . 6 depicts a simplified example of at least one

[0016 ] FIG . 7 depicts a simplified block diagram ofat least

[0017 ] FIG . 8 depicts a simplified example of at least one
embodimentof a process for matching iris codes, which may
be performed by the matching processor of FIG . 7 ;
[0018 ] FIG . 9 is a simplified schematic depiction of a
coarse - fine algorithm to estimate flow -field of an iris code ,
as disclosed herein ;
[0019 ] FIG . 10 is a simplified flow diagram depicting at
least one embodiment of a method for estimating flow field
between two iris codes, as disclosed herein ;

[0020] FIG . 11 is a simplified flow diagram depicting at
least one embodiment of a method for estimating flow field

between two iris codes as disclosed herein ;

[0021 ] FIG . 12 depicts a simplified schematic diagram of
menting the iris processor of FIG . 1, as disclosed herein ;
[0022 ] FIG . 13 is a simplified assembled perspective view
of at least one embodiment of an iris biometric recognition
module ;
[0023] FIG . 14 is an exploded perspective view of the iris
biometric recognition module of FIG . 16 ;
[0024 ] FIG . 15 is a simplified schematic diagram showing
components of an iris biometric recognition module and an
access control module in an environment of the access
control assembly of FIG . 13 ;
[0025 ] FIG . 16 is a simplified flow diagram of at least one
embodiment of a method for performing iris biometric
recognition - enabled access control as disclosed herein ,
which may be performed by one or more components of the
iris biometric recognition module of FIG . 13 ;
[0026 ] FIG . 17 is a simplified block diagram of at least one
embodiment of a system including an iris biometric recog
nition module as disclosed herein ;
[0027 ) FIG . 18 is a simplified view of at least one embodi
ment of an iris biometric recognition enabled access control
assembly in an exemplary operating environment (i. e., a
mobile device ); and
[0028] FIG . 19 is a flowchart depicting an exemplary
at least one embodiment of a computer system for imple

method for authorizing a financial transaction .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

alternate image ;
[0009] FIG . 3D depicts a simplified illustration of yet
another result of the operation of the pre - processor of FIG .
2 , with yet another alternate image ;

susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms,

[0010 ] FIG . 4A depicts a simplified flow diagram for at
least one embodiment of a method for edge detection , which

be understood that there is no intent to limit the concepts of
the present disclosure to the particular forms disclosed . On

may be performed by the iris processor of FIG . 1 ;

[0011 ] FIG . 4B shows simplified examples of candidate
pupil contour curves as disclosed herein ;

[00291. While the concepts of the present disclosure are

specific embodiments thereof are shown by way of example
in the drawings and are described in detail below . It should

the contrary , the intent is to cover all modifications, equiva

lents , and alternatives consistent with the present disclosure

and the appended claims.

US 2018 /0337919 A1
[0030 ] Referring now to FIGS. 1 - 12, FIGS. 1 - 12 relate to
patent application Ser. No. 14 /100 ,615 , filed Dec . 9 , 2013 ,
and U .S . Utility application Ser. Nos. 14 /509,356 and
14 /509 ,366 , both filed Oct. 8 , 2014 .
[0031 ] FIG . 1 depicts a block diagram of an iris processor
100 for biometric iris matching in accordance with exem
plary embodiments of the present invention. The iris pro
cessor 100 comprises a pre-processor 102 , a coding proces
sor 104 and a matching processor 106 . The iris processor
subject matter that is shown and described in U .S . Utility

100 receives images as input, for example , input image 101
and outputs a matched iris 108 from a remote or local
database . Those of ordinary skill in the art would recognize
that the database may be accessed as a “ cloud ” service ,

directly through an internet connection , or the like. The
pre -processor 102 , the coding processor 104 and the match
ing processor 106 may execute on a single device ( e . g .,
within a software application running on, for example , a
mobile device , having captured the images via a camera
and/ or means of illumination integrated into the mobile

device ), or on different devices , servers , cloud services or

the like, as indicated by the dashed outline of the iris

Nov . 22, 2018
[0035 ] The output code from the coding processor 104 is

coupled to the matching processor 106 . The matching pro

cessor 106 incorporates constrained active alignment of iris
structure information between stored iris images and cap

tured iris codes generated from the input image 101 to
compensate for limitations in iris image normalization by
the pre -processor 102 . The matching processor 106 per
forms alignment by performing local shifting or warping of
the code to match the generated code with a stored iris code
template based on estimated residual distortion of the code

generated by the coding processor 104 . According to some

embodiments , a " barrel shift" algorithm is employed to

perform the alignment . Accordingly , structural correspon
dences are registered and the matching processor 106 com
pares the aligned codes to determine whether a match exists .

If a match is found, the matching processor returns matched
iris data 108 .

[0036 ] The matched iris data 108 may be used in many
instances, for example , to authenticate a user in order for the
user to gain access to a secure item (e.g ., a safe , safety

deposit box , computer, etc .), authenticate a user to access

processor 100 . The iris processor 100 may be modular and
each processormay be implemented , e .g ., on a single device ,

applications or wireless communication within a computing

components , e . g ., the pre -processor 102, the coding proces

device to an automated teller machine ( ATM ) in order to

multiple devices, in the cloud as a service . Any of the

sor 104 , and the matching processor 106 , may be imple

mented or used independently of one another.

[0032 ] According to exemplary embodiments of the pres
ent invention , the input image 101 is an infrared image, and

is captured by an infrared capture device ( not shown in FIG .

1), coupled to the iris processor 100. The infrared capture

device may be any type of infrared capture device known to

those of ordinary skill in the art. In other instances, the input
image 101 is a red , green , blue (RGB ) image , or the like . The

input image 101 contains an eye with an at least partially

device , such as a mobile device ( e .g ., authenticating a user

in order to transmit instructions from the user 's mobile
complete a financial transaction ), authorize financial trans
actions and/or collect, analyze and display an identify of a

user in order to deliver targeted marketing to the user , as

described in detail below . The pre-processor 102 may be an
application executing on a mobile device , such as a mobile
phone, camera , tablet, forward or rear facing camera inte
grated into a mobile phone or tablet, or the like. The

pre -processor 102 on the mobile device may capture an

image of a user 's eye using the camera of the device ,
perform the pre -processing steps on the mobile device , and

match that eye with an iris of an eye image in a local or

then transmit a bundled and encrypted request to the coding
processor 104 , which may be accessed via a cloud service on

embodiments , irises are matched based on Hamming dis

completed via a wireless communication from a mobile

visible iris and pupil and the iris processor 100 attempts to

remote database of eye images. According to exemplary
tances between two coded iris images.

[0033] Initially , the input image 101 is processed by the
pre -processor 102. The pre -processor 102 segments and
normalizes the iris in the input image 101, where input

image 101 may have variable iris/ pupil and iris/sclera con
tions. The result of the pre -processor 102 is a modified iris
image with clearly delineated iris boundaries and synthe
sized quasi-frontal presentation . For example , if the iris in
trast, small eyelid openings, and non - frontal iris presenta

the input image 101 is rotated towards the left, right, up or
down, the pre -processor 102 will synthesize an iris on the
input image 101 as if it was positioned directly frontally.
Similarly , a frontally positioned pupil will be synthesized on
the skewed or rotated pupil of the input image 101.
[ 0034 ] The coding processor 104 analyzes and encodes
iris information from the iris image generated by the pre
processor 102 at a range of spatial scales so that structural

iris information contained in the input image 101 of varying

resolution , quality, and state of focus can be robustly rep
resented . The information content of the resulting code will

vary depending on the characteristics of input image 101.
The code generated by the coding processor 104 represent
ing the input image 101 allows spatial interpolation to
facilitate iris code alignmentby the matching processor 106 .

a remote server of, for example , a transaction initiated and

device to an ATM and /or remote server in order to complete
a financial transaction with a financial institution. In other
embodiments , the application on themobile device may also
comprise the coding processor 104 and the iris coding is
performed on the mobile device . In some embodiments , the
pre - processor 102 may be used in conjunction with an ATM ,
where a user is authorized via their iris being scanned and
processed by the pre - processor 102 . The pre -processor 102
may then reside in the software of the ATM , or the ATM may
supply the image captured by the camera to a server where
the pre -processor 102 is executed for pre-processing .
0037 ] The coding processor 104 produces an iris code
that is transmitted to the matching processor 106 . The
matching processor 106 may be hosted on a server of a
financial institution , or be a remote third party service
available to multiple financial institutions for authenticating
the user based on their iris image . Once a user is authenti
cated , financial transactions may be carried out between the

user and the financial institutions, possibly via the user ' s

mobile device. Similarly, the iris processor 100 may be used

to authenticate a user in any context, such as signing in to a
social network , a messaging service , accessing applications
or services using wireless communication capabilities on a

mobile device , or the like.
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[0038 ] The iris processor 100 may be used to authorize a
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as functions of illuminator geometry and pupil diameter. The

cellular device user, determining whether the device is
stolen or not, in conjunction with geo -location data , or the
like. In this embodiment, upon purchase of a cellular device ,

distance between the illuminator and camera axes are greater

the user may “ imprint" their identity on the device based on
their iris information so that others can be prevented from

reflected from the retina back out through the pupil is

using the device if reported stolen . Similarly, this imprint

may be used to authenticate the mobile device user to access
user - specific applications and or settings on the mobile
device , including those that utilize wireless communication

transmissions . Authorization can also be extended to the
office or personal environments , where the iris processor 100
may be used to determine whether an authorized or detected

user has access to a particular location or security enabled
object within that particular location . For example , in a

secure office environment, taking photographs may be pro

variation with distance is due to the fact that the angular

at short range (e. g ., 1 m ) than at longer distances. As the
illuminator and camera axes get closer , more light that is

captured by the camera lens . This causes red eye in ordinary

photographs and bright pupils in infrared photography . An

exemplary illuminator is described in U .S . Pat. No. 7,542 ,

628 to Matey entitled “Method and Apparatus for Providing
Strobed Image Capture ” filed on Jan . 19 , 2006 , and U . S . Pat .
No . 7 ,657 , 127 to Matey entitled “Method and Apparatus for
Providing Strobed Image Capture ” filed on Apr. 24 , 2009 ,
each of which is incorporated herein by this reference in its

entirety.
[0044 ] The segmentation module 202 and the correction

hibited for the majority of employees, but overriding this
prohibition and enabling the camera is available to autho
rized employees . The employee 's mobile device willbe used

module 204 may be used , for example, in the medical field ,

to capture an image of the employee , and the iris processor

by the pre-processor 102 , as described further with respect
to FIGS. 2 and 3A - 3D , in the medical field as a diagnostic
tool for diagnosing diseases that a person might have based
on their iris profiles.
[0045 ] FIG . 3B illustrates an example of iris and pupil

100 will match the iris of the employee to extract an
employee profile , which delineates the authorizations for
this employee.

[0039] In the medical field , the iris processor 100 may be
used to determine whether a person accessing particular
medical resources , such as medicine, devices , or the like , are
permitted to access these resources. The iris processor 100
can be coupled with a recording device , which captures

video of those accessing a medicine cabinet , for example ,

and whether they are authorized to take medical resources
from the cabinet .
[0040 ] In summary, the iris processor may be used in any
context in which the user needs to be authenticated , includ

ing any situation in which the user wants physical or

electronic access to a device or data accessible via the

device .

[0041] FIG . 2 depicts a block diagram of the pre -processor

of the iris processor 100 in accordance with exemplary

embodiments of the present invention . The pre -processor

receives the input image 101 and outputs a rectified iris
image 220 . The rectified iris image 220 corrects for uncon

trolled capture scenarios such as ambient illumination con
ditions, varied illumination geometries, reduced eyelid

opening area, presentation angle (obliquity ), or the like. The
rectified iris image 220 corrects for various nonconformities .

[0042] The pre- processor 200 comprises a segmentation
module 202 and a correction module 204 . The segmentation

module 202 further comprises a pupil segmentation module
206 , an iris segmentation module 208 and an edge detection
module 209. The segmentation module 202 corrects an input
image for low -contrast pupil and iris boundaries. The image
produced by the segmentation module 202 is then coupled to

the correction module 204 for further correction . The cor

rection module 204 comprises a tilt correction module 210
and a corneal correction module 212 . The details of the
segmentation module 202 are described below .

[0043] FIG . 3A illustrates that varying illumination geom

etry produces varying pupil appearance . FIG . 3A illustrates
measurement of pupil - iris intensity difference as a function
of distance , e .g., 1 and 2 meters, pupil size , e. g., 2.4 mm and
4 .0 mm , and camera/ illuminator distance, e.g ., 6 to 16 cm .
As the camera/ illuminator distance increases, the pupil iris
intensity decreases. The contrast of the pupil varies greatly

as a function of distance between camera and subject as well

in targeted marketing, customer tracking in a store , or the
like. For example, pupil and iris insertion may be performed

boundary matching in accordance with exemplary embodi

ments of the present invention . According to some embodi

ments, iris diameters are normalized by the iris segmentation

module 208 . Size normalization is performed using a range
estimate derived from an autofocus setting of the camera
taking the image . The image 300 shows the pupil boundary
304 calculated by the pupil segmentation module 206 . The

pupil segmentation module 206 then inserts an artificial dark

pupil in the pupil boundary 304 in image 300 . Image 300 is
then coupled to the iris segmentation module 208 , which
calculates the iris boundary . FIGS. 3C and 3D illustrate
examples of inserted artificial pupils and iris boundaries. In

FIG . 3C , input image 320 is coupled to the pre -processor

200. The input image 320 is then segmented by pupil
segmentation module 206 to calculate a pupil boundary
region 326 . The pupil segmentation module then inserts an

artificial black colored pupil in the pupil boundary region

326 . Additionally , oblique irises and pupils are warped to be

circular. The insertion of an artificial pupil in the pupil

boundary region 326 may be used , for example , to remove
red -eye effects in an image captured by a camera . The
segmentation module 202 can be used to segment the pupil
and iris areas, and the pupils may be red -eye corrected by
insertion of the artificialpupil . This process of segmentation
and warping is described in more detail below .
[0046 ] FIG . 3D shows a similar process but on a down
ward facing iris in image 350 . The pupilboundary 356 is still
detected despite being occluded by the eyelid in image 352 .
The pupil and iris are both warped to form circular regions
to aid in segmentation . The pupil segmentation module 206

inserts a black disk /artificial pupil in the image 352 and

couples the image 352 to the iris segmentation module 208 .
The iris segmentation module 208 determines an iris bound

ary 358. Ultimately, the iris and pupil boundaries are cor

rected for various lighting conditions and presented in image

354, where region 360 can be seen with the artificial pupil .
According to some embodiments, the artificial pupil need

not be necessarily black and may be another suitable color,

based on compatibility with third party iris recognition
software .
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[0047] The pupil boundaries, for example, 304 , 326 and

356 and the iris boundaries (iris/sclera boundary areas), for
example, 306 , 328 and 358 are calculated using a Hough

transform , according to one embodiment. The pupil seg

mentation module 206 and the iris segmentation module 208

employ edge detection using the edge detection module 209

to generate edge maps which works for varying scales of
grayscale pupils, even in instances with low edge contrast.
Once the pupil segmentation module 206 determines the
segmented pupil area (and therefore , the pupil contour) and

the pupil and iris have been warped to form circular regions,

the segmented pupil area is replaced with a black or dark

disk to simulate the appearance of a dark pupil .
[0048 ] FIG . 4A depicts a flow diagram for a method 400

for edge detection in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention . The method 400 is an exemplary
illustration of the operation of the edge detection module

209 used to detect pupil and iris boundaries.
[0049 ] The method begins at step 402 and proceeds to step
404. At step 404 , an edge map is generated from an image
of an eye, for example, input image 101. An exemplary edge

map for an iris image which was brightly illuminated is
shown in FIG . 48 , image 420. Image 422 is an edge map for
an iris image which was not as brightly illuminated , i.e ., an

indistinct pupil whose edges are not as clearly visible as

those in image 420 .
[ 0050 ] At step 406 , candidate pupil contours are con
structed for the given edge map . Step 406 consists of
sub -steps 406A and 4068. At sub - step 406A , a first candidate
pupil contour is created from a best fitting circle, as shown

in FIG . 48 , image 420 . For example , a Hough transform or
RANSAC ( random sample consensus) method can be used

to find the circle that has the greatest level of support in the
edgemap in the sense that the largest fraction of circle points
for that circle coincide with edge points . At step 4068 , a
second candidate pupil contour is constructed from a best
inscribed circle as shown in FIG . 48, image 422 . Those of

ordinary skill in the art would recognize that an inscribed
circle is a circle that can be drawn in an area / region of the

edge map so that no edge points ( or no more than a specified
small number of edge points ) lie within the circle . According
to one embodiment, the best inscribed circle is the largest

such inscribed circle that can be found in the area/region of
method 400 determines the best matching candidate pupil
the pupil. Then method then proceeds to step 408 , where the
contour from the first and second candidate pupil matching

contours for the edge map . According to one embodiment,

the best match is determined by assessing a level of support
for the best fitting circle and selecting the best fitting circle
as the bestmatch if this level of support is above a threshold
value. The best inscribed circle is selected as the best match
if the level of support for the best fitting circle is below a
threshold value .

[ 0051] According to one embodiment, an automatic pro

cess based on how well the best fit contour ( circle ) matches
the edge contour in the edge contour map is used to decide
which candidate contour to choose . For example , for the best

supported circle described above , a subset of edge points can

be selected that is limited to those edge points whose angular
orientation is consistent with that edge point being a part of
the candidate circle . In other words only edge points whose

direction is approximately perpendicular to the direction

from the estimated center of the candidate circle are
included . This process eliminates from consideration those
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edge points that may accidentally fall at the correct position
to be part of the circle but that do not correspond to the
actual circle contour. If the proportion of such selected edge
points is greater than some specified fraction (e . g . 20 % ) of
the number of points comprising the circle then the level of
support for that circle is deemed to be sufficient and the best
fitting circle is selected . If the level of support by the
selected edge points is less than this threshold then the best
fitting circle is deemed to have insufficient support and the
best inscribed circle is selected instead . Generally speaking,
the best fit candidate contour will provide accurate pupil

segmentation in the bright pupil image, as shown in FIG . 48 ,

image 420 , where the bright colored eye edge map is
overlayed with the best- inscribed circle 430 and the best
fitting circle 432 . The method then terminates at step 412

when a best matching candidate pupil contour is found .

[0052 ] In some instances, iris images may be captured
over a range of oblique viewing conditions, for example ,
where gaze deviation with nasal gaze angles ranges from 0

to 40 degrees, as shown in FIG . 3D . The tilt correction

module 210 rectifies the images for this tilt and generates a

tilt corrected image . According to one embodiment, a tilt

corrected image may be generated by estimating or deter

mining the magnitude and direction / angle of tilt , and then

applying a geometric transformation to the iris image to

compensate for the oblique viewing angle. In the case where
the iris is a flat disk , the simplest form of this transformation
is a stretching of the image in the direction of the tilt to
compensate for the foreshortening caused by the angle
between the iris and the image plane. Such a non - isotropic

stretching is mathematically represented as an affine trans
formation . A more accurate version of this geometric de

tilting replaces the affine transformation with a projective

transformation which better represents the image represen
tation of a pattern on a flat, tilted surface .

100531. The correction module 204 has several uses inde
pendent of the other components of the iris processor 100 .
For example , the correction module 204 may be used to
detect a person 's gaze , or to track a person ' s gaze continu
ously by capturing one or more frames of a person ' s eyes.

The tilt correction module 210 may, for example, be used to

continuously track a user ' s gaze on a mobile device and
scroll a document, perform a swipe or the like . This tilt

detection can be used , for example , independently of the
disable the display of a mobile device .
[0054 ] In some embodiments, the correction module 204
corrects the input image 101 prior to the segmentation
module establishing artificial pupil discs on the input image
101 . In some instances , tilt correction may still show dis
tortions such as the apparent eccentric pupil compression of
the nasal portion of the iris, causing difficulty in biometri

matching processor 106 described in FIG . 1 to enable or

cally matching the iris with a stored iris image. The distor

tion is caused by the optical effect of the cornea and anterior

chamber of the human eye through which the iris is imaged .
These two structures have similar refractive indexes ( 1 .336
for the aqueous humor that fills the anterior chamber and

1 .376 for the cornea ) so that together their optical effect is

approximately that of a single water - filled plano - convex lens

in contact with the iris. Viewed from an oblique angle such

a lens will produce asymmetric distortion in the iris image,

compressing the image in some areas and expanding it in
others . The tilt corrected image generated by the tilt correc
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tion module 210 is coupled to the corneal correction module

212, which corrects for the above described corneal distor
tion .
[ 0055 ] FIG . 4C depicts a flow diagram for a method 440

for corneal distortion correction in accordance with exem
plary embodiments of the present invention . The method

400 is an exemplary illustration of the operation of the edge
detection module 209 . The method begins at step 402 and

proceeds to step 404 . At step 404 , the tilt correction module

210 estimates the angle of tilt of the iris with respect to the
camera orientation . The tilt can be estimated roughly by

finding the pupil center and measuring the distance between
that center and the bright reflection in the cornea caused by
the near infra - red illuminator used in iris imaging. Other

methods of tilt estimation known to those of ordinary skill
in the art may also be used . Indeed , any method of tilt

estimation may be substituted herein .
[0056 ] The method proceeds to step 406 , where the image
is corrected for the perspective distortion , i.e ., the foreshort
ening of the iris that occurs . The effect of foreshortening can
be approximated as a simple compression of the captured
image in the direction or tilt. This effect can therefore be
compensated for by simply stretching the image in the
direction derived from the tilt estimation step . A more

accurate correction can also be performed by using a pro
jective transformation to more precisely capture the fore

shortening effect.
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pp 1148- 1161 ( 1993 )) can be applied. However , methods

developed by others can also be used , including but not
limited to those ofMunro (D . M . Monro and D . Zhang , An

Effective Human Iris Code with Low Complexity , Proc .

IEEE International Conference on Image Processing , vol. 3 ,

pp. 277 - 280 , September 2005) and Tan ( Tan et al, Efficient
Iris Recognition by Characterizing Key Local Variations
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON IMAGE PROCESSING ,

VOL . 13 , NO . 6 , JUNE 2004 ).
[00601 FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of a coding pro
cessor 500 in accordance with exemplary embodiments of
the present invention. The coding processor 500 comprises
a coordinate module 502 and an extraction module 506 . The

coordinate module 502 constructs an invariant coordinate

system for an invariant coordinate system image represen

tation that allows iris information extracted from varying iris
images to be brought into register, so that corresponding

spatial information can be compared . The extraction module

506 extracts information from the iris image for supporting

a strong rejection of the hypothesis that two eye images

presented represent statistically independent patterns . The
coding processor 500 prepares the segmented and corrected

iris image 220 for accurate matching with other iris images
and allows unconstrained iris capture applications. For
example , image size and focus may vary with distance, in
addition to individual iris structure variations and variation

with illumination wavelength of spatial information content

[0057] Finally , at step 448 , the method 400 corrects for
effects of optical distortion due to viewing through the tilted

ofan iris structure .Generally , iris coding is based on angular

tion for the optical distortion discussed above can be

present application achieves robust matching based on the

cornea . According to one embodiment, approximate correc

achieved by measuring and correcting the effects of pupil
eccentricity and pupil elongation . The method terminates at

step 450.
[0058] As seen in image 460 in FIG . 4D , after foreshort

frequencies between about 15 and 40 cycles/ 2pi or 2 . 5 and

6 pixels per cycle, where according to one embodiment, the
codes generated by the coding processor 500 down to

approximately 40 pixels per iris diameter .
[0061] According to one embodiment, the coding proces

ening correction based on tilt estimation , the pupil still

sor 500 uses a variant of Daugman 's local phase represen
tation , which encompasses a multi-resolution coding

appears shifted to the leftwith respect to the center of the iris
and the pupil appears elongated in the horizontal direction .

Lower frequency components remain available in lower

tortions withoutmodeling the optical elements that produced

otherwise degraded images . In one embodiment, the variant
of Daugman 's local phase representation allows for dense

These effects are caused by the optical effects of the cornea .
The corneal correction module 212 corrects for these dis

them by non - linearly warping the iris area /region to force
the iris contour 466 and pupil contour 468 to become
concentric circles. The corneal correction module 212 cre

ates this nonlinear warping function by defining a set of

spokes 470 that connect points on the non - circular pupil

contour 468 to corresponding points on the non - circular

iris /sclera contour 466 and mapping each spoke of the

spokes 470 to a position connecting a synthetic circular
pupil contour 472 to a concentric circular iris /sclera contour

474 . The described transformation is then applied to the
underlying image 460 . The result of this mapping (with
appropriate interpolation ) is shown in image 476 . After the
pupil and iris areas/regions have been shifted to be in
concentric circles, the coding process can be more accu
rately performed with better matching results.

[0059 ] After such a corrected image is constructed as

described above , iris coding and matching can be performed
using any desired iris biometric algorithm designed to be
applied to iris images captured under standard controlled
conditions. For example , the classic method of Daugman
(Daugman , J., “ High confidence visual recognition of per
sons by a test of statistical independence ” , IEEE Transac
tions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence , 15 ( 11 ),

approach rather than choosing a single scale of analysis .
resolution images and are less prone to loss in defocused or

coding that is useful when dealing with iris images in which

significant occlusion may occur. Although the robust seg

mentation and rectification process described above gener
ates corrected iris images that can be used with a variety of
iris coding and matching algorithms, there are advantages in

some situations to retaining properties of standard algo

rithms. One advantage of the Daugman type phase coding

approach is that it generates a code that represents all

available parts of the iris images . This is in contrast to an

approach that uses sparse local features that might be

occluded or otherwise unavailable in a particular image to be

matches . Further , the use of multiresolution phase approach

preserves the possibility of achieving code -level compat
ibility with existing phase -based representations . In addition

to containing multi- scale information , the code that is cre

ated can incorporate additional information to facilitate

estimation of iris code alignment and spatial interpolation of

local structure information prior to comparison .

[0062 ] As shown in FIG . 5 , the coding processor 500

comprises the coordinate module 502 . The coordinate mod

ule 502 transforms the rectified iris image 220 into a polar

iris image 504 . In this polar iris image 504 the pupil

boundary appears at the top (notice the specular reflection of
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a biometric scanner illuminator column ) and the iris -sclera

boundary area appears at the bottom . The angular dimension

runs clockwise from 3 o ' clock at the left of the image .

Proceeding from left to right, the lower and upper eyelids

can be seen . Note that in image 504 the eyelashes extend
from the upper eyelid all the way into the pupil .
[0063] Subsequently , after converting the rectified iris
image into a polar coordinate image , the image 504 is
coupled to the extraction module 506 that filters and sub
samples the polar iris image 504 to produce a multi- resolu
tion iris code representation 520 , an example of which is
shown in FIG . 6 . According to an exemplary embodiment,
the image 504 is passed through a series of bandpass filters

to produce a set of filtered images. FIG . 6 shows an example
of a polar iris image 620 , being filtered by filters 121 (Filters

1 . . . 5 ) and producing an iris code 622 comprising filtered
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ment, the filter outputs are normalized in magnitude so that
each represents a complex number on the unit circle . Data

masks are generated based on occlusions and local complex
amplitude. The match measure that is the closest analog of
the standard Hamming Distance measure of a Daugman iris

code is based on a phase difference histogram . This histo

gram constructed by computing the angles between the

phase vectors of the two codes being compared (see FIG . 6 ),
and compiling a histogram (subject to the valid data mask )
of phase differences between - pi and pi. These phase

differences should be small if the codes represent the same
eye and more or less uniformly distributed if the codes
represent statistically independent eyes .
[0067] An example of two such histograms is shown in
FIG . 7 . The histogram on the left corresponds to an impostor

bands 600 , 602 , 604 , 606 and 608 , respectively high
frequency domain bands to low frequency domain bands.

match and the one on the right to an authentic match . As
expected , the authentic distribution is tightly concentrated
around a zero phase shift with only a small proportion of the

and edge detection ) carrier wavelengths of 6 , 8 , 12 , 16 , and

differences and no clear evidence of concentration around
zero value. The fraction of values larger than pi/ 2 can be

around the iris. Therefore, the frequencies correspond

used to generate a match statistic that behaves very much

The five bands shown correspond to Gabor filter (a linear
filter used for harmonic analysis, wavelet decompositions,

24 pixels with respect to a polar image sampled at 200 pixels

approximately to angular spatial frequencies of 33, 25 , 16 ,
12 , and 8 cycles per 2pi.
[0064 ] The higher frequencies are comparable to those

used in standard iris matching algorithms. The mask 610 is

the union of two masks: a mask (common to all bands )based
on analysis of the intensities in the input polar iris image 504

that masks off area corresponding to specular reflections and
approximate location of eyelid and eyelash areas , and a

mask based on the signal strength in the Gabor filtered image
that masks off areas in which local phase measurement is

unstable (unstable regions). Multi- resolution representation

phase difference values larger than pi/ 2 in absolute value . In
contrast, the impostor histogram shows many large phase

like Daugman code Hamming distance if this is desired .

However, there are many other measures of central concen

tration and dispersion that may be used to distinguish

between authentic and impostor distributions , as will be
described below . Furthermore , give sufficient training sets of
impostor and authentic histograms it may be beneficial to

use statistical classification or machine learning techniques
such as discriminant analysis , Support Vector Machines,

Neural Networks, or Logistic Regression to construct an
optimal decision procedure for some class of data .
10068 ] Measurements of the central value of a phase

as shown in iris code 622 allow representation of informa

difference histogram , and of the dispersion around that point

tion from images at different camera - subject distances that
result in iris images differing in number of pixels per unit
distance at the iris as well as oblique camera views causing

takes into account the fact that the phase differences are

angles and therefore the histogram is distributed on a closed

foreshortening and optical demagnification , as discussed

circle . Ordinary mean and variance measures ( or higher
moments if necessary ) do not correctly represent the desired

above with reference to FIGS. 2 -4D .

properties for angular data . The Von Mises distribution

[0065 ] Other properties of an iris code representation 520

include a complete description of the filter characteristics,
spatial sampling , representation and quantization . Filter

characteristics comprise one or more of center frequencies ,
bandwidths, functional type ( e. g . log Gabor ), and orientation
tuning. Spatial sampling comprises one or more of spacing
along the radial and angular normalized image axes for each
filter type , and quantization specifies the number levels with
which each value is represented or number of bits assigned
to each . According to exemplary embodiments, the iris code

representation 520 and exemplary iris code 622 is a war

pable code allowing for interpolation by using sub -Nyquist
spatial sampling requirements for each filter 1 . . . 5 in filters
621 that produces provide a criterion for sufficient sampling

for accurate interpolation . The sub - Nyquist spatial sampling
is combined with a finer intensity quantization than the 1 bit
per complex phase component used in Daugman -type cod
ing. For example , if 4 bits are used for each complex phase
component this corresponds to roughly 64 steps in phase

angle and thus a maximum interpolation error of pi/32
radians or less than six degrees .

[0066 ] In some embodiments , non - quantized iris codes
filter outputs are stored without quantization . In one embodi

may also be matched , where original complex band - pass

provides a well characterized method for estimating prop

erties of data distributed over a periodic domain . The Von

Mises mean gives an estimate of the center of concentration

of the distribution and the concentration parameter and
estimate of the spread . Both quantities can be computed

easily if the phase differences are represented as unit com
plex numbers . In this case, the mean estimate is simply the

angle corresponding to the sample mean of the complex

numbers, and the concentration parameter is simply related
to the complex magnitude of the sample mean .

[0069 ] According to another embodiment, data is analyzed

over a periodic domain by employing a Fourier series

expansion to compute circular harmonics. Like the Von
Mises parameters , the relative magnitude low order circular

harmonics give information about degree of concentration of
the data . Transformation of the histogram data using circular

harmonics is beneficial prior to use of learning techniques to

construct a decision procedure .
10070 ] The phase difference histogram aids in analysis of

the match level between two codes but does not represent all
of the information relevant to the comparison of two codes .
If the phase difference value varies as a function of the
absolute phase then the histogram shows low concentration
(i.e. large dispersion ) even given a strong relationship .
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According to one embodiment, a Mutual Information or

other conditional entropy description is employed to prevent
this problem , which measures the reduction in the entropy of

one random variable given knowledge of the value of
another random variable . This more complete characteriza
tion can detect relatedness even where the variables are
uncorrelated
10071] Another limitation of the phase difference histo
gram is that it completely suppresses spatial information

since the histogram is a global statistic . However, local or
patchwise uniformity of phase differences or other detect

able relatedness would also be sufficient to conclude that the
codes are not independent . This local analysis could be
achieved using local histogram analysis , mutual informa

tion , or spatial correlation analyses .
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and also locally aligns the iris codes to each other to
compensate for inaccuracies in iris image normalization due
to uncorrected optical distortion or complexities of iris
dilation and contraction . The local alignment function , per

formed by alignment module 702 , allows compensation for

distortions in the input iris image that are not uniform across

the iris. This is accomplished by shifting local regions of the

code to bring them into more accurate alignment with

corresponding regions of the reference code . However, if
this process is performed using very small estimation

regions, virtually any iris code can be made to match any
other iris code , which can result in false matches being
generated . This false matching problem can be avoided by
imposing suitable smoothness conditions on the estimated

flow field . For example , if the flow field is estimated by

[0072 ] FIG . 7 depicts a block diagram of a matching
processor 700 in accordance with exemplary embodiments

performing local translation estimation using relatively large
estimation regions then the local flow estimates will repre

prises an alignment module 702 and a flow estimation
module 704 . According to exemplary embodiments , the iris

[0075 ] If such region overlaps, so that the regions used to
compute the flow vectors for neighboring locations contain

code 520 generated by the coding processor 500 as shown in
FIG . 5 is coupled to the alignment module 702 . The align

much of the same content, then the displacement estimates
will change gradually with position and false matching will

ment module 702 performs various alignments to the iris
code 520 based on matching algorithms described below .

made with small estimation regions can be smoothed by

of the present invention . The matching processor 106 com

sent the average motion over this relatively large region .

be prevented . Alternatively, local displacement estimates

to the flow estimation module 704 to generate estimated

spatial filtering to eliminate rapid changes in local displace
ment. As a further alternative , a global parametric represen

flow vectors to aid in matching . The alignment module 702
compares the iris code 520 to an iris code 706 from database

series can be used , and the parameters of this parametric

The alignmentmodule 702 further couples the iris code 520

708 to determine whether a match exists. If a match does not

exist, more iris codes from the database 708 are compared
with the iris code 520 . Match scores are determined , and if

the match score meets or is below a predetermined thresh

old , then a match exists . According to exemplary embodi

ments , a Hamming distance is used as a match score .
Ultimately , the matched iris data 108 is returned by the

matching processor 700 . According to some other embodi
ments , flow estimation is applied to information derived
from the unknown iris code 520 and the stored iris code 706 .
This information may be part of the iris code 520 per se or
it may not . The resulting flow field from the flow estimation
module 704 is used to generate a modified iris code that is
matched against a reference iris code by the matching
processor 700 to produce a match score 720 .
[0073] In a binary context, i.e., comparing iris codes , a
Hamming distance represents a binary distance based on
XOR operations to computes the number of bits that differ
between two binary images. According to exemplary
embodiments, the alignment module 702 performs a Daug

man barrel shift on the iris codes, i.e ., finds the iris code

rotation that provides the best match between the iris codes
being compared . In one embodiment, the matching algo
rithm employed by the matching processor 700 is a modified
algorithm using the Hamming distance (HD ) for each set of

tation such as a low order polynomial or truncated Fourier
representation estimated directly or fit to local estimates.

Such parametric representation has inherent smoothness

properties that prevent too rapid change in local shifts to
occur. The alignment module 702 further produces multiple

match scores for each comparison , between iris code 520

and 706 for example, because each iris code contains

multiple frequency bands.
[0076 ] FIG . 8 depicts the process of matching iris codes
performed by the matching processor 700 in accordance
with exemplary embodiments of the present invention . As in
standard iris code matching, the first code 800 and the

second code 802 to be matched are represented as values

over the rectified (e . g ., polarized ) iris image coordinate
system consisting of an angular and a normalized radial
coordinate . A local displacement function or flow field is
computed by the flow estimation module 704 of the match
ing apparatus in FIG . 7 and coupled to the alignmentmodule

702 that best aligns structure in the first iris code 800 to
corresponding structure in the second code 802, subject to
some smoothness or parametric constraint. This flow field
estimation can include the effect of standard barrel shift
alignment or that can be performed as a separate step . The
vectors in this flow field each specify the displacement in the

normalized image coordinate system at which the image
structure in the first code 800 best matches the structure in

barrel shift positions and taking the lowest Hamming dis

the second code 802 .

some threshold that may be adjusted based on the estimated
number of statistical degrees of freedom represented by the

using this displacement function to produce an aligned iris

tance as the score for that pair of codes . If the score is below

codes) then the unknown code is deemed to be a match . If

[0077 ] Each band in first iris code 800 is transformed

code , and the Hamming distance between this aligned iris
code and the corresponding band of the second code 802 is

the HD is above the threshold then the unknown code is

computed . Because the transformation is constrained to be

labeled an impostor. In one embodiment, the threshold
depends on details of the iris code structure and on the

smooth , impostor codes will notbe transformed into authen
tic codes as will be described below .
10078 ]. The flow estimation module 704 computes a flow

statistical requirements of the matching scenario .
[ 0074 ] The modified algorithm employed by the align
mentmodule 702 barrel shifts the iris codes being compared

field at a reduced resolution for each iris code , and smoothly
interpolates the flow field to produce a final estimate .
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According to an exemplary embodiment, the flow estimation
module 704 employs a pyramid - based coarse -fine flow

the first plurality of images in the lowest frequency band that
has not been processed , i.e ., for which there is no previous

estimation technique , though those of ordinary skill would

flow - field estimate . At step 1008 , the flow estimation mod

recognize that other techniques may be used instead . The
alignment module 702 introduces a small local shift in one

ule 704 determines whether a flow field has been estimated

band of each of the first iris code 800 and the second iris
code 802 , the shift being in the angular direction and equal

plurality of images. If a flow field has been estimated in a

smoothly in the angular direction . Calculating a Hamming
distance at this point would result in a non -match ( e . g ., if a

quency band flow field estimate . If a flow field estimate in
a lower frequency band has not been estimated , then the

at all radial positions . The displacement shift also varies
Daugman -type matching algorithm is employed a Hamming

distance greater than 0 .33 indicates a non -match ). A coarse
fine algorithm is used by the flow estimate module 704 to

estimate the flow field between codes 800 and 802 from the
low resolution bands of the codes.

[ 0079 ] The alignment module 702 then warps the code
800 by the estimated flow field resulting in a significantly
decreased Hamming Distance, signaling a high confidence

in a lower frequency band between the first and second
lower frequency band, the method proceeds to step 1010 ,

where the selected image is warped using the lower fre

method proceeds to step 1012 , where a flow field is esti
mated by the flow estimation module 704 on the residual
difference between the warped image and a second image at

the same frequency band from the second plurality of
images.
[0086 ] Themethod then proceeds to step 1014 , where the
flow estimation module 704 determines whether all fre

match . For a Daugman -type matcher , a Hamming distance

quency bands have been processed . If not, then the method
returns to step 1006 to process the next higher frequency

< 0 . 3 indicates a high confidence match . Various matches

band until all frequency bands have been processed . When

may correspond with different Hamming distance values
qualifying as high confidencematches . According to another

embodiment, the matching processor 700 may match two

iris codes by employing a mutual information measure based
on the phase angles of the codes being compared as well as

measures based on the local difference of phase angles.

10080 ] FIG . 9 is a depiction of the coarse - fine algorithm

described above to estimate flow - field of an iris code in
accordance with exemplary embodiments of the present
invention . Coarse - fine refinement operates on a " pyramid "
structure that is essentially a collection of bandpass filtered

version 904 - 1 to 904 - N and 906 - 1 to 906 -1 of the input

all frequency bands have been processed (i. e ., warped by

lower frequency flow field estimates), the method proceeds

to step 1016 , where the final flow field estimate is returned
step 1018 .
[0087 ] FIG . 11 is a flow diagram depicting method 1100

to the matching processor 700 . The method terminates at

for estimating flow field between two iris codes in accor

dance with exemplary embodiments of the present inven
tion . The method is an implementation of the iris processor
100 . The method begins at step 1102 and proceeds to step
1104 .
[0088] At step 1104 , the pre -processor 102 pre - processes

images 900 and 902 respectively , as shown in FIG . 9 .
10081] Starting with the lowest frequency bands 904 - 1 and

and input image containing an eye to produce a rectified iris

906 - 1, at each level in the pyramid the displacements 908 - 1
to 908 - N estimated at the previous level are used to warp the

tion for tilt and corneal distortion .

current level image and then an incremental displacement is

coding processor 104 codes the rectified iris image into a
multiresolution iris code. The iris code contains multiple
frequency band representations of a polarized version of the

computed based on the residual difference between the

warped level and the corresponding pyramid level in the
other image. This process continues until the highest level is
reached and the result is the final estimated flow field 910 .
[0082] Since the multiresolution iris code is itself a col
lection of bandpass filtered versions of the images with
which alignment is desired , according to one embodiment,
these bands themselves could be used to drive the alignment

process in the alignment module 702 . This would produce a

truly “ self aligning” iris code . In this approach there is no
need to store additional alignment data as part of the
multi- resolution iris code structure .

[0083 ] FIG . 10 is a flow diagram depicting method 1000
dance with exemplary embodiments of the present inven
tion . The method is an implementation of the flow estima
tion module 704 . The method begins at step 1002 and
proceeds to step 1004.
[0084 ] At step 1004 , the flow estimation module 704
generates a first plurality of images from a first input image
for estimating flow field between two iris codes in accor

(i. e ., a first iris code ) and a second plurality of images from

a second input image (i.e ., a second iris code to be matched

against) using a bandpass filter, the first and second plurality
of images comprising images ranging from low frequency to
high frequency bands.

10085 ] The method subsequently proceeds to step 1006 ,

where the flow estimation module 704 selects an image from

image with rectified pupil and iris boundaries, and correc
[0089 ) The method proceeds to step 1106 , where the

rectified iris image . The method then proceeds to step 1108 ,
where the multiresolution iris code is compared to a set of

stored iris codes in a database to determine whether the iris

code is contained in the database and returns data associated

with the matched iris . The method terminates at step 1110 .
[0090] FIG . 12 depicts a computer system for implement
embodiments of the present invention . The computer system

ing the iris processor 100 in accordance with exemplary

1200 includes a processor 1202 , various support circuits
1205 , and memory 1204 . The computer system 1200 may

include one or more microprocessors known in the art
similar to processor 1202 . The support circuits 1205 for the

processor 1202 include conventional cache, power supplies ,
clock circuits , data registers, I/ O interface 1207 , and the like.
The I/ O interface 1207 may be directly coupled to the

memory 1204 or coupled through the support circuits 1205 .
The I/ O interface 1207 may also be configured for commu
nication with input devices and /or output devices such as
network devices, various storage devices, mouse, keyboard ,
display, video and audio sensors, visible and infrared cam
eras and the like.
[0091 ] For example , in embodiments where the computer
system comprises a mobile device such as a cell phone or
tablet, I/O interfaces 1207 , such as an integrated camera

(possibly used in association with an on -board standard
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1206 may be an independent processor, or stored on a
different chip than the processor 1202 . For example, often

nication device (e . g ., CNFC , RFID , Bluetooth , Wi- Fi,
Wimax , Satcom , etc . ), may be directly coupled to the

mobile devices have camera processing modules and the iris

memory 1204 and/ or coupled through the support circuits

processor 1206 , or portions of the iris processor 1206 , may

1205 . In some embodiments, one or more software appli
cations or apps may be configured to access the camera ,
illuminator and/ or wireless communication device to

reside on the camera processing module , where the imager

accomplish the embodiments disclosed herein . In these
embodiments, the apps may receive data ( e .g ., iris data ) via

the I/ O interface 1207 and transmit the data, possibly via the
support circuits 1205 to the memory 1204 running the app
( e . g ., Iris Processor 100 or Iris Biometric Recognition Mod
ule 1514 ). The app may perform any of the algorithms
disclosed herein , and transmit the results (possibly via
memory 1204 and /or support circuits 1205 ) to the I/O
interfaces 1207 ( e . g . via wireless communication ) to a server
and / or an additional wireless communication device ( e . g ., an
ATM or security -enabled device such as a safe ), to authen

ticate a user of the device .

[0092] Thememory 1204 , or computer readable medium ,

stores non - transient processor-executable instructions and/
or data that may be executed by and/ or used by the processor
1202 . These processor- executable instructions may com
prise firmware , software ,mobile apps , and the like, or some

combination thereof. Modules having processor -executable
instructions that are stored in the memory 1204 comprise an
iris processor 1206 . The iris processor 1206 further com

prises a pre -processing module 1208, a coding module 1210
and a matching module 1212 . The memory 1204 may further
comprise a database 1214 , though the database 1214 need

not be in the same physical memory 1204 as the iris
processor 1206 . The database 1214 may be remotely

accessed by the iris processor 1206 via a cloud service .

Additionally, the iris processor 1206 may also have several

components that may not be co - located on memory 1204 .
For example , in some embodiments , the pre-processing

module 1208 is local to the computer system 1200 or mobile
device , while the coding module 1210 and the matching

module 1212 may be accessed as cloud services via a wired
or wireless network . In other instances, only the matching
module 1212 is accessed via a network . Communication

between each module may be encrypted as the data travels
over the network .

10093] The computer system 1200 may be programmed

with one or more operating systems 1220 (generally referred

to as operating system (OS )), that may include OS / 2 , Java
Virtual Machine, Linux , SOLARIS , UNIX , HPUX , AIX ,

WINDOWS, WINDOWS95 , WINDOWS98 , WINDOWS

NT, AND WINDOWS2000 , WINDOWS ME , WINDOWS
XP, WINDOWS SERVER , WINDOWS 8 , Mac OS X , IOS ,
ANDROID among other known platforms. At least a portion
of the operating system may be disposed in the memory

1204 .
[0094 ] Thememory 1204 may include one or more of the
following random access memory , read only memory , mag
neto -resistive read /write memory , optical read /write
memory , cache memory, magnetic read /write memory , and

the like, as well as signal-bearing media as described below .
[ 0095 ] The computer system 1200 may be a mobile device
such as a cellular phone or tablet device , for example. The
mobile device may contain a camera and have the iris
processor 1206 stored on memory as an application. In some
embodiments, the iris processor 1206 may be a part of the
operating system 1220 . In some instances, the iris processor

in the camera is a CCD or CMOS imager. In some instances ,

the mobile device may be customized to include some

sensors, the type of the camera imager, or the like.
[0096 ] An image sensor may include a camera or infrared
sensor or illuminator that is able to project images or other
objects in the vicinity of the device . It should be understood
that image capture can be performed using a single image,

multiple images , periodic imaging, continuous image cap
turing , image streaming, etc . Further, a device can include
the ability to start and/ or stop image capture , such as when

receiving a command from a user, application , or other
device . The computing device can include one or more

communication elements or networking sub- systems, such

as a Wi- Fi, Bluetooth , radio frequency (RF ), wired , or
wireless communication system . The device in many

embodiments can communicate with a network , such as the

Internet, and may be able to communicate with other such
devices . In some embodiments the device can include at
least one additional input element able to receive conven

tional input from a user. This conventional input can include ,
for example , a push button , touch pad , touchscreen , wheel,

joystick , keyboard , mouse , keypad , or any other such com

ponent or element whereby a user can input a command to
the device . In some embodiments , however , such a device

mightnot include any buttons at all , and might be controlled
only through a combination of visual and audio commands ,
such that a user can control the device without having to be

in contact with the device .
[0097 ] Referring now to FIGS. 13 and 14 , an illustrative

iris biometric recognition module 1514 is shown in greater
detail. As shown in FIG . 13 , when assembled , the iris

biometric recognition module 1514 is a self-contained uni
tary module . As such , the iris biometric recognition module

1514 can be incorporated into , for example, a security or

locking features , for example a door lock assembly , or any

other type of device , apparatus , article, or system that can

benefit from an application of iris biometric recognition
technology, including, for example , a mobile device , a

mobile device compatible with wireless communication , an
electronic device used in a financial transaction and /or an
electronic advertisement display device.
[0098 ] In an exemplary embodiment, the integration of the
biometric recognition module 1514 in , for example, a com
puter, mobile device , or any other electronic device, may be
applied to a financial transaction originating from , for

example , a software application or website . The biometric
authentication of the user to operate , for example , a mobile

device , may occur using iris biometric recognition , as
described above ( rather than entering a PIN or password , as

is typical of authenticating financial transactions), and the

software application used to request the financial transaction

may be accessed . Once the identity of the user is validated ,
the ability to complete the financial transaction may be
activated for a limited time period to allow the user to
complete an event, task , or transaction . Once the event, task ,

or transaction is completed , the software application and/ or
electronic device may be locked and , if the user wants to
perform another financial transaction that requires the iris

biometric recognition , he would be required to again authen
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ticate his identity to enable the application . The biometric
collection device described may be used alone or in con
junction with other authentication techniques (PIN , pattern ,

JHV -8M -85 by JA HWA Electronics Co . In other embodi
ments , a single high resolution imager (e.g., a 16 + mega

desired .

lenses) to perform the functionality of the iris imager 1644
and the face imager 1648 .
[0102 ] The illustrative iris imager assembly 1626 is piv

different biometric , etc .) if multi-levels of authentication are

[0099 ] In an exemplary embodiment, the user may be

authenticated to access a device using wireless technology in
order to complete a financial transaction . As a non - limiting
example, a user may be authenticated to access a mobile
device running a financial software application used to
complete financial transactions. This software application

pixel digital camera ) may be used with a wide field of view
lens (rather than a combination of two cameras with different

otably coupled to the pivot mount base 1618 by an axle
1622 . The axle 1622 is e . g . removably disposed within a

pivot groove 1620 . The pivot groove 1620 is defined in the

pivot mount base 1618 . The components of the iris imager

may also access the wireless communication capabilities of

assembly 1626 are mounted to an iris pivot mount base

the mobile device in order to transmit information for the
financial transaction to , for example , an ATM that also has

1630 . The iris pivot mount base 1630 is coupled to the axle
1622 and to a support tab 1734 . The support tab 1734 is

wireless communication capabilities . After authentication of

coupled to a lever arm 1726 by a pivot link 1728 . The lever
arm 1726 is coupled to a control arm 1722 . The control arm

the user , the user may be authorized to complete the trans
action and transmit the data for the transaction , via the

wireless communication capabilities in the mobile device, to

complete the transaction via the ATM . The transaction may

be authorized through iris biometric recognition and / or any
data or other information (e . g ., a withdrawal amount, a
transaction selection , etc .) may be entered , for example ,
through the mobile device or, for example , an application on
the mobile device . In such situations , iris biometric recog
nition would allow completion of the transaction , for

example , at the ATM , without pressing a single button in the
metric recognition could similarly be implemented within
ATM . One skilled in the art will understand that iris bio

any electronic device to conduct any type of event, task , or
transaction , for example , in ticket machines , kiosks, pay

ment machines , or any other electronic devices.

[0100 ] In embodiments that are not integrated into or
attached and coupled to the structure , memory and circuitry
of a mobile device , the iris biometric recognition module
1514 includes a support base 1610 , to which an iris biomet
ric recognition controller 1724 is mounted . A number of

support posts , e .g ., posts 1612 , 1613 , 1614 , 1616 , are

coupled to the support base 1610 (by, e .g ., a corresponding
number of screws or other fasteners 1730 , 1731, 1732 , 1733 )
( 1733 not shown ). The support posts 1612 , 1613 , 1614 , 1616
are connected to and support a pivotmount base 1618 .
10101] Coupled to and supported by the pivot mount base
1618 are an iris imager assembly 1626 and a face imager

assembly 1628 . In some embodiments , the iris imager

assembly 1626 and the face imager assembly 1628 are the

1722 is driven by rotation of an outputshaft of a motor 1720 .

The motor 1720 may be embodied as, for example , a servo

motor such as a magnetic induction brushless servo motor
( e .g ., the LTAIR model no . D03013 ). Operation of the motor
1720 rotates the control arm 1722 , which causes linear

motion of the lever arm 1726 , resulting in linear motion of

the tab 1734 . The linear motion of the tab 1734 rotates the
direction of rotation of the output shaft of the motor 1720 ,
the resulting rotation of the axle 1622 in the pivot groove
1620 causes the iris pivot mount base 1630 to tilt in one
direction or the other, with respect to the pivotmount base
1618 . For example, clockwise rotation of the motor output
shaft may result in the iris pivot mount base 1630 tilting in
an upwardly direction toward the face imaging assembly
1628 and vice versa . This pivoting capability of the iris pivot
mount base 1630 enables the position of the iris imaging
axle 1622 in the pivot groove 1620. Depending on the

assembly 1626 to be mechanically adjusted to accommodate
potentially widely varying heights of human subjects ( e. g .,
the human subject 1424 ), ranging from small children to tall

adults. In other embodiments, however, the iris imager
base 1618 and the ability to detect the irises of human

assembly 1626 is stationary with respect to the pivotmount

subjects of widely varying heights is provided by other
means, e . g ., by software or by the use of a column of

vertically - arranged iris imagers 1644 coupled to the mount

base 1618 .
[0103 ] The components of the iris imaging assembly 1626

include the iris imager 1644, a filter 1646 disposed on or

same device or utilize one or more of the same components

covering the iris imager 1644 , a pair of iris illuminator

( e. g ., the same imaging device ). However, in the illustrative
embodiment, the iris imager assembly 1626 and the face
imager assembly 1628 are separate assemblies utilizing

assemblies 1710 , 1712 each adjacent to , e . g ., disposed on
opposite sides of, the iris imager 1644 , and a pair of baffles
or light guides 1636 , 1638 disposed between the each of the

different components. As described in more detail below , the
face imager assembly 1628 captures digital images of a

iris illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1712 , respectively, and the

human subject, and more particularly , images of the sub
ject' s face and eyes , using a face imager 1648 that is

equipped with a wide field of view lens. The iris imager
assembly 1626 captures digital images of an iris of an eye of
the human subject using an iris imager 1644 that is equipped

with a narrow field of view lens. In some embodiments, both

the face imager 1648 and the iris imager 1644 utilize the

same type of imager (e.g ., a digital camera, such as the
Omnivision model no . OV02643-A42A ), equipped with
different lenses . For example , the face imager 1648 may be
equipped with a wide field of view lens such as the Senview

model no . TN01920B and the iris imager 1644 may be

equipped with a narrow field of view lens such as model no.

iris imager 1644 . Each of the illustrative iris illuminator
assemblies 1710 , 1712 includes one or more infrared light
sources, e . g ., infrared light emitting diodes (LEDs). In the
illustrative embodiment, each iris illuminator assembly

1710 , 1712 includes a number “ N ” of illuminators 1711 ,
where N is a positive integer . While N = 4 for both of the iris
illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1712 in the illustrative
embodiment, the number N may be different for each
assembly 1710 , 1712 if required or desirable for a particular
design of the iris biometric recognition module 1514 . Each
set of N illuminators is bounded by an additional light guide
or shield 1714 , 1716 . Diffusers 1632 , 1634 cover the iris
illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1712, respectively . For
example , the diffusers 1632 , 1634 may be coupled to the
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shields 1714 , 1716 respectively (e. g., by an adhesive mate

rial). In the illustrative embodiments, the diffusers 1632 ,
1634 correct for the inherent non -uniformity of the light

emitted by the illuminators 1711 (e . g ., uneven lighting ). This

non - uniformity may be due to , for example, manufacturing
irregularities in the illuminators 1711 . As such , the diffusers
1632 , 1634 may not be required in embodiments in which
higher quality illuminators (or different types of illumina
tors ) 1711 are used .
[0104 ] Although not specifically required for purposes of
this disclosure, the illustrative iris imaging assembly 1626
further includes a pair of visual cue illuminators 1640, 1642 ,
which are embodied as emitters of light having a wavelength
in the visible light spectrum (e. g., colored lightLEDs). The
baffles 1636 , 1638 and the shields 1714 , 1716 are configured
to prevent stray light emitted by the illuminator assemblies
1710 , 1712 (and , for that matter, the visual cue LEDs 1640 ,
1642 ) from interfering with the operation of the iris imager

1644 . That is, the baffles 1636 , 1638 and the shields 1714 ,
1716 help ensure that when infrared light is emitted by the

illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1712 , only the emitted light
that is reflected by the eyes of the human subject ( e. g.,

human subject 1424 ) is captured by the iris imager 1644 .

Additionally, a filter 1646 covers the lens of the iris imager
1644 . The filter 1646 further blocks any extraneous light
from entering the lens of the iris imager 1644 . The filter
1646 may be embodied as , for example , an 840 nm narrow
band filter and may be embedded in the lens assembly of the
iris imager 1644 . In other embodiments , other types of filters
may be used , depending on the type of illuminators selected

for the illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1712 . In other words ,
the selection of the filter 1646 may depend on the type or

configuration of the illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1722 , in
2 ..
some embodiments

0105 ] The illustrative face imager assembly 1628
includes a face imager mount base 1631 . The illustrative

face imager mount base 1631 is non -pivotably coupled to
the pivotmount base 1618. In other embodiments , however,
the face imager mount base 1631 may be pivotably coupled
to the pivot mount base 1618 ( e . g ., the face imager assembly
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N = 4 ). The configuration of the mountbase 1740 enables the
illuminators 1649 to be arranged at an angle to one another,
in order to illuminate the desired portion of the capture zone

(e . g ., the range of vertical heights H1 of the eye levels of the

anticipated population of human subjects 1424 ). The illu
minators 1649 of the face illuminator assembly 1650 and the
illuminators 1711 of the iris illuminator assemblies 1710 ,
1712 may each be embodied as a high power 840 nm
infrared emitter (e . g ., model no . OV02643 -A42A available
from OSRAM Opto Semiconductors ).

[0107 ] The illustrative iris biometric recognition control
ler 1724 is embodied as an integrated circuit board including

a microprocessor ( e . g ., model no . MCIMX655EVM10AC
available from Freescale Semiconductor ). The iris biometric

recognition controller 1724 is configured to control and
coordinate the operation of the face illuminator assembly

1650 , the face imager 1648 , the iris illuminator assemblies

1710 , 1712 , and the iris imager 1644 , alone or in combina
tion with other components of the iris biometric recognition

module 1514 .
[0108 ] While the iris biometric recognition module 1514
appears large in structure , it is possible to scale down the
size of the iris biometric recognition module 1514 to fit

within smaller items or devices, for example , a mobile
device ( e. g ., a mobile telephone, a tablet, or any other
portable device ). The iris biometric recognition module

1514 may be implemented , for example, as part of a forward
and /or rearward facing camera in a mobile device . Option
ally , the iris biometric recognition module 1514 may be
implemented within a mobile device in any other suitable
manner.
(0109 ] One or more cameras or other image sensors within
the mobile device may capture image or video content to be
utilized by the iris biometric recognition module 1514 . The
one ormore cameras may include, or be based at least in part

upon any appropriate technology, such as a CCD or CMOS

image sensor having a sufficient resolution , focal range ,
and /or viewable area , to capture an image of the user when

the user is operating the device .
[0110 ] Referring now to FIG . 15 , an embodiment 1800 of

1628 and the iris imager assembly 1626 may both be

an iris biometric - enabled access control system is shown .

mounted to the pivot mount 1630 ), as may be desired or
required by a particular design of the iris biometric recog
nition module 1514 . The face imager assembly 1628

shown in the context of an environment 1810 that may be
created during the operation of the iris biometric recognition

The iris biometric - enabled access control system 1800 is

includes the face imager 1648 and a face illuminator assem
bly 1650 located adjacent the face imager assembly 1628 .

module 1514 (e . g ., a physical and /or virtual execution or

The face imager assembly 1628 and the iris imager assembly

in addition to the hardware components described above , the
iris biometric recognition module 1514 includes a number of
computer program components 1818 , each of which is
embodied as machine - readable instructions , modules , data

1626 are illustratively arranged so that the face imager
assembly 1628 is vertically above the iris imager assembly
1626 when the iris biometric recognition module 1514 is

mounted to a vertical structure (such as the door 1416 ). In

other words, the face imager assembly 1628 and the iris
imager assembly 1626 are arranged so that the face imager
assembly 1628 is positioned adjacent to a first edge of the

pivotmount base 1618 and the iris imager assembly 1626 is

positioned adjacent to another edge of the pivot mount base

1618 that is opposite the first edge .
[ 0106 ] The face imager 1648 is secured to the face imager
mount base 1631 by a bracket 1633 . The face illuminator
assembly 1650 includes one or more infrared light sources
1649 ( e .g ., infrared LEDs) mounted to a concavely shaped
illuminator mount base 1740. In the illustrative embodi
ment, the face illuminator assembly 1650 includes a number

“ N ” of illuminators 1649 , where N is a positive integer (e.g .,

" runtime” environment ) . As shown in the environment 1810 ,

structures and/or other components , and may be imple
app , or a combination thereof, in memory of the controller
board 1724 , for example .
mented as computer hardware , firmware , software, mobile

[0111 ] The iris biometric recognition module computer

program components 1818 include an iris image capture

module 1820 . The illustrative iris image capture module

1820 includes a face finder module 1822 , an iris finder

module 1824 , a face /iris imager controlmodule 1826 , and a
face /iris illuminator control module 1828 . In operation , the
face / iris imager control module 1826 controls a face /iris

imager 1812 (e .g., the face imager 1648 and/or the iris
1842 to the face/ iris imager 1812 to capture digital images

imager 1644) by transmitting face imager control signals
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of a human subject 1804 entering or located in a tracking and
capture zone 1802 . In some embodiments, the iris biometric

recognition module 1514 may be equipped with a motion

sensor that can detect the human subject 1804 in the tracking
and capture zone 1802. In those embodiments , the face /iris
imager control module 1826 may initiate operation of the

face/ iris imager (s ) 1812 in response to a motion detection

signal received from the motion sensor. In other embodi

ments , the presence of a human subject 1804 can be detected
using an image processing routine that recognizes a face in

the field of view of the face / iris imager 1812 . As noted

the operation of the face illuminator assembly 1650 is
analogous to traditional flash photography, albeit using
infrared light rather than visible light. Additionally, during
the process of capturing the iris images , the controlmodules
1826 , 1828 synchronize the operation of the iris illuminators
1816 (e. g., iris illuminator assemblies 1710 , 1712) with the
capturing of iris images by the iris imager 1644. To accom

modate the possibility that the subject 1804 may be moving ,
the iris imager control module 1826 operates the iris imager

1644 using a focal sweep technique in which several (e . g .,

above , the iris biometric recognition module 1514 can

10 - 15 or more ) images of the iris are captured in rapid
succession ( e .g ., at a shutter speed in the range of about 5
frames per second ). Synchronously , the iris illuminator

away from the iris imaging device .
[0112 ] The illustrative face finder module 1822 executes a

control module 1828 pulses/ strobes the iris illuminators
1710 , 1712 at the same rate / frequency . This helps ensure that
at least one good quality iris image is obtained irrespective
of the available ambient lighting conditions and regardless

utilize iris images captured from moving subjects and/or
subjects that are at a distance that is greater than, e . g ., 45 cm

face recognition algorithm

( e .g ., FaceRecognizer in

OpenCV ) , to determine whether an image captured by the
face / iris imager 1812 ( e . g ., by a wide field of view camera )

includes a human face. If the face finder module 1822

detects a human face , the face finder module 1822 returns
the face location 1848 , e . g ., bounding box coordinates of the
detected face within the captured image . In response to the

face detection , the face /iris imager control module 1826
configures the face/ iris imager 1812 to capture an image of
an iris of the detected face . To do this , the illustrative
face /iris imager control module 1826 may compute the tilt

angle by which to tilt the iris imager assembly 1626 based
on the bounding box coordinates of the detected face. This

can be done by approximating the linear distance from the

face /iris imager 1812 to the detected face , if the location and

the field of view of the face / iris imager 1812 are known . For
example, the proper tilt angle for the face/ iris imager 1812
can be derived from the geometry of the triangle formed by

connecting the location of the face /iris imager 1812 to the

top and bottom edges of the bounding box of the detected
face .

[ 0113 ] Once the tilt angle for the face/iris imager 1812 is
ates the motor 1720 to achieve the computed tilt angle of the
face /iris imager 1812 . Once the face / iris imager 1812 is
properly positioned with respect to the detected face , the iris
determined , the face /iris imager controlmodule 1826 oper

finder module 1824 locates an eye and then the iris of the

eye , on the human face , by executing eye and iris detection
algorithms ( e. g ., the algorithms mentioned above with ref

erence to FIGS. 1 - 12 ). In response to receiving iris location
information 1850 from the iris finder module 1824, the

face/ iris imager controlmodule 1826 initiates the process of

capturing images of the iris by transmitting iris imager
control signals 1842 to the face / iris imager 1812 . These iris

detection and image capture processes can be performed , for

example , using the techniques described above with refer
ence to FIGS. 1 - 12 .

[ 0114 ] In capturing images of the face and iris of the
detected human subject, the iris image capture module 1820
interfaces with a face /iris illuminator controlmodule 1828 to

coordinate , e . g ., synchronize 1852 , the operation of the

face/ iris imager 1812 and face / iris illuminators 1818 . During

the face image capture process, the control modules 1826 ,
1828 synchronize the operation of the face illuminator
assembly 1650 with the capturing of face images by the face
imager 1648. This helps ensure consistent face image quality

irrespective of the available ambient lighting conditions. In

other words, the coordination of the face image capture and

of whether the subject is moving or whether the view of the
iris is obstructed or distorted . In other words, the coordina

tion of the iris image capture and the operation of the iris

illuminators 1710 , 1712 is analogous to traditional “ red eye

reduction ” flash photography, except that the images of the
iris are taken at the same time as the pulsing/ strobing of the

iris illuminators 1710 , 1712 rather than after the pulsing /

strobing is completed and also , using infrared illuminators

rather than visible light ).
10115 ] The iris image capture module 1820 outputs or
otherwise makes available the resulting iris images 1854 to

an iris image processing and matching module 1830 . The iris

image processing and matching module 1830 processes the
images by, e . g ., removing portions of the image that depict

eyelids and eyelashes and adjusting for enlarged pupils , and

producing the “ iris code” in , for example, the manner
described above with reference to FIGS . 1- 12 . The iris

image processing and matching module 1830 compares the
processed iris images 1854 or usable portions thereof, or the
iris code , to reference image data 1836 , to determine
whether any of the captured iris images 1854 match an

image stored in the reference images 1836 . The reference
image data 1836 includes iris image samples and /or related

data that has been obtained previously, e .g ., through an
enrollment procedure . If the iris images 1854 are not found
to match any of the images in the reference images data
1836 , the iris image processing and matching module 1830
may initiate an enrollment procedure . That is , the iris
biometric recognition module 1514 can be configured to

perform iris image enrollment directly at the device, if
required or desired for a particular implementation . To do
this , the iris image processing and matching module 1830

passes the collected iris image ( s ) 1862 to an iris image
enrollment module 1834 . To complete the enrollment pro

cess, the illustrative iris image enrollmentmodule 1834 may

execute an image quality analysis on one or more of the

reference image candidates 1862 . An iris image may be

added to the reference images data 1836 if the image quality

analysis indicates that the image is suitable for use as a
reference image. In performing the image quality analysis ,
the iris image enrollment module 1834 may analyze a

number of different image quality factors , such as: the

amount of the iris that is exposed in the image ( e. g ., the
person is not squinting or blinking ) , the sharpness of the

image , and the number of artifacts in the image (e. g., the
number of eyelashes, specularities, etc .).
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[0116 ] As a result of the iris image processing and match

ing performed by the module 1830 , the iris biometric
recognition module 1514 outputs or otherwise makes avail

able an iris match determination 1856 . The iris match

determination 1856 may be embodied as a simple “ positive”
or " negative” indication , or may include other information
(such as person - identifying information connected with the

matched iris image ), alternatively or in addition . In the
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and short- duration pulse frequency of the iris illuminator are
coordinated /synchronized ). More specifically, in block
1922 , the module 1514 causes the iris illuminator assemblies
to issue short pulses of high intensity infrared light. As
discussed above with reference to FIGS . 1- 12 , in some
embodiments of the module 1514 , a light intensity of the
illumination source (e .g., illuminators 1711 ) is increased
during strobe to maintain a predetermined signal -to -noise

illustrative access control system 1800 , an access control

(S / N ) ratio , while an average irradiance of the illumination

module 1832 executes business logic encoded as, e. g.,

source over the course of the strobing remains below a safety

computer program logic , to determine how or even whether
the access control system 1800 should respond to the iris

threshold . At substantially the same time, the module 1514

match determination data 1856. For example , the access

pulse - illuminated iris (using, e . g ., a “ focal sweep ” tech

causes the iris imager to capture a series of images of the

controlmodule 1832 may issue an electronic notification to

nique ) . That is, the iris image captures are timed to substan

another device or system , such as authentication on the
mobile device , wireless communication , apps, financial

illumination , resulting in a “ freeze ” effect on the subject if

transaction , etc . For instance , the access control module
1832 may enable or disable certain other electronic features

of a device in response to the iris match determination 1856 .

[0117] Referring now to FIG . 16 , an example of a method

1900 executable by one or more components of the iris
biometric recognition module 1514 . The method 1900 may

tially coincide with the short , high intensity pulses of

the subject is in motion . In other embodiments, other alter

natives to the focal sweep technique can be used , e . g .: auto

focus on a target spot, if the subject is standing still for a

length of time, or by using a fixed lens to provide a large

fixed focus area .

[0121 ] In block 1926 , the module 1514 determines

be embodied as computerized programs, routines, logic

whether to use any of the captured iris images are candidates

and / or instructions, which may be embodied in hardware ,

to be used for enrollment purposes . If an iris image is a
candidate to be used for enrollment , the module 1514

software , mobile apps, firmware , or a combination thereof,
of the iris biometric recognition module 1514 and / or one or
more other systems or devices in communication with the
iris biometric recognition module 1514 . In block 1910 , the
module 1514 detects a human subject approaching the iris

biometric recognition module 1514 . To do this, the module

1514 may analyze signals received from a wide field of view

camera ( e. g ., the face imager 1648 ) or may analyze signals
received from a motion sensor monitoring a capture zone of

performs an iris image quality analysis on the image in block

1928 , and updates the reference database of iris images if the

quality analysis is successful.

10122 ] In blocks 1930 , 1932 , and 1934 , the module 1514
performs iris image processing and matching in accordance

with , for example , the techniques described above with

reference to FIGS. 1 - 12 . In block 1930 , the module 1514

the iris biometric recognition module 1514 . In block 1912 ,

selects a subset of the captured iris images for matching
purposes, based on image quality , size of the iris depicted in

the module 1514 locates the face and eyes of the approach
ing subject in relation to a ground plane and in relation to the

the image , and/ or other factors. In block 1932 , the module

iris biometric recognition module 1514 . To do this, the
module 1914 may , in block 1914 , control the face illumi

in block 1930 (using, e . g ., the segmentation techniques

nators 1649 to illuminate (with infrared light) the area in
which the human subject, or more particularly , the subject's
face , is detected .

[0118 ] Once the subject's face is located , in block 1916 ,

the module 1514 configures the iris imager 1644 to collect
images of an iris of an eye of the approaching subject. As
noted above, configuring the iris imager may involve oper

ating a motor to tilt a platform to which the iris imager is

mounted . Alternatively , the configuring may be performed

e . g . by software controlling the lens focus and/ or field of

view of the iris imager. In any event, the procedure of block

1916 aligns the iris imager with the eye (or more particularly

the iris) of the approaching subject.
[0119 ] In some embodiments, in block 1918 , the module
1514 activates the visual cue illuminators 1640 , 1642 , to try

1514 identifies a usable portion of the iris image(s ) selected

described above). The “ usable portion ” of an iris image may
correspond to the iris code , in some embodiments . In block
1934 , the module 1514 compares the usable portion of the

iris image identified in block 1932 to one or more reference
images (e .g., the reference images 1836 ). In block 1936 , the

module 1514 determines whether the comparison performed
in block 1934 results in an iris match .
0123 ]. While the flow diagram of FIG . 16 references an

approaching subject, the steps discussed in relation to the

flow diagram ofFIG . 16 may be performed for a moving or

a stationary subject. For example , the flow diagram in FIG .

16 may be utilized to authenticate a subject that is waiting
for a bus or otherwise stationary for any reason or to
authenticate a user that desires to access a mobile device ,

access wireless communication , make a financial transac

tion , etc . In any situation where the subject/user is stationary,

to draw the subject' s attention or visual focus toward the iris

the subject/user may remain stationary in order to draw the

biometric recognition module 1514. The visual cue illumi

subject's eyes in line with the iris imager camera on the
mobile device and the iris image may then be captured and
matched as discussed in detail above.

nators 1640 , 1642 are typically activated after the subject' s

face is detected and the iris imager is configured ( e . g .,

mechanically positioned ), in order to draw the subject's eyes
in - line with the iris imager camera .
[0120 ] Once the subject's face and eyes are detected , the

[0124 ] An “ iris match ” as determined by the module 1514
may refer to , among other things, a numerical score that

iris biometric recognition module 1514 enters a loop 1920 in

represents the probability that the captured iris image cor
responds to the known iris image of a specific person . The

which the module 1514 coordinates the operation of the iris
illuminator and the iris imager in rapid succession to obtain

“ iris match ” parameters are tunable , and can be set, for
example , based on the accuracy requirements of a particular

multiple images of the iris (e.g ., frame rate of the iris imager

implementation of the module 1514 ( e.g., how stringent is
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the test for acceptance of the subject as matching the identity

person was at a particular location . The relevant location

information can be captured as well ( e .g ., by a Global

of a known subject). As mentioned above with reference to
FIGS. 1 - 12 , the illustrative module 1514 computes a Ham
ming distance between an iris code representative of the

Positioning System or cellular location -based system ), and

captured iris image and the iris code representative of a

tion . The biometric collection device described may be used

reference iris image. In information theory , the Hamming

distance between two strings of equal length is the number

stored along with the iris image and /or associated informa

alone or in conjunction with other collection and authenti
cation techniques ( e . g., PIN , pattern , different biometric ) if

of positions at which the corresponding symbols are differ

multi- levels of authentication are desired .

ent. Put another way , the Hamming distance measures the

[0128 ] Examples of events , activities or locations where
the ability to document/record the presence or access of a

minimum number of substitutions required to change one

string into the other, or the number of errors that transformed
one string into the other. So, for example , if themodule 1514

person ( s ) to the location at a specific times are as follows:

uses a Hamming distance of 0 . 35 , that corresponds to a
1 : 133 ,000 false accept rate . Similarly , if the module 1514 is
configured to use a Hamming distance of 0 .28 , the false

tagging and tracking (domestic , wild , aquatic, etc.); appli

accept rate is 1: 10E11 .

Example Usage Scenarios
[ 0125 ] Numerous applications of the disclosed technology
exist that would benefit if the user and /or subject who is at
a location , accessing an object, entering a premises , etc .

could be accurately authenticated , verified , identified , or

biometrically recorded at that instance of time for a variety
of reasons. Many of these instances do not require one to

know who the person is at that time. To date, this has not

been possible due to the cumbersome nature of creating a
biometric record and / or accurately matching to an existing
template for the user or subject.

[0126 ] Today , documenting/ recording the presence of an

individual at a location at a moment in time is typically

managed by the individual being identified by another

person by sight, via a set of questions , and/ or the person

inspecting credentials such as a passport, driver license ,
employee badge, etc . (which must be validated ) presented
by the individual or recording a video or photograph of the
individual at that location . None of these approaches is
entirely accurate . The process of inspecting the credentials
only validates the credentials presented . It does not validate
that the person holding those credentials is actually the

person described on the credentials. In addition , videos and

safes and safety deposit boxes ; amusement parks ; animal

ances ( refrigerator, oven , gym equipment ) ; assisted living

facilities ; automated teller machine ; automated gate control;

background checks; blood donors/red cross ; brokerage
account ; casino ; check cashing agencies ; child day care
facilities ; commercial shipping facility ; cruise ships; data

center cabinets , detox centers ; document screening activity ;
driver vehicle enrollment ; drug testing collection location ;
entertainment facilities ( club , theater, concert hall, sky

boxes , stadiums, etc . ); entitlement programs activities ; ez

pass authorization ; fire drills ; first responders securing an
event ; gun access ; half -way houses ; health club /gym / spa ;
hospitals ; hotels /motels ; insurance claim validations ; large
clinical studies ; law enforcement activities ; library ; medical

lab (Quest/Labcorp ); mining operations; parole tracking ;
patient history ; pay per usage ; prisons; property storage
locations; real-time monitoring of person using computer ;
refuge tracking ; rehabilitation clinics; resorts ; retail ser
vices ; schools; shopper loyalty ; ski lifts ; sporting events ; tax
preparing and paying services ; tele-medical services; trade
show /conferences ; validation of service personnel; vehicle
management; voting and petitions; workforce management,
and /or others.
[01291. FIG . 18 illustrates the iris biometric module 1514
of FIGS. 13 and 14 ( or any other embodiment of the iris
biometric module ) implemented within a mobile device
2100 ( e . g . a mobile telephone , a tablet, an electronic watch
or bracelet, or any other mobile device ). The mobile device

misrepresent the presence of a person at a specific location .

2100 may be any mobile or semi-mobile electronic device ,
for example , a personal computer, laptop computer, tablet
computer, e -reader, smartphone, personal data assistant,

may be incorporated into another type of device , such as a

mation system , or other computing device having a proces
sor, central processing unit,microprocessor, or other suitable

photos can be easily manipulated to inaccurately record or
[0127 ] The ability to record the presence of a user or
subject by using an iris biometric collection device (which
fixed or mobile electronic device ) that uses strobe illumi
nation above the continuous wave eye safe limit would

allow the documentation that the actual person was at that
location , accessed an item , used a service, or obtained a
benefit at the specific time. The use of the strobe illumination

set-top box, digital media player, microconsole , home auto

processor . The mobile device 2100 may include a display

2102 , which may be a monitor, liquid crystal display screen ,
light- emitting diode (LED or organic LED (OLED )) screen ,

or other output-only video display . The display 2102 may
function as an input device, such as a capacitive, resistive ,

above the continuous wave eye safe limits allows collection
of the biometric image in all lighting conditions (indoor,

or inductive touchscreen .

requiring the subject or user to be stationary . Unlike existing

as an add -on to the mobile device 2100 or may be incorpo

outdoor, bright sunlight, extreme darkness ) and without
biometric iris readers, the disclosed devices can be equipped
with wired and /or wireless connectivity to maintain the most
recent data on the device . Use of the iris as the enabling

biometric allows identity to be determined without touching

the subject as in a fingerprint and is less obtrusive than other

biometric identification modalities . The implementations
disclosed herein allow the collection of a high quality record
with cooperative or uncooperative subjects including covert

operations . Recording of the person ' s iris at a location at a

specific time can be used verifiable proof that the specific

[0130 ] The iris biometric module 1514 may be configured

rated into the mobile device 2100 , for example , as part of a
camera 2104 within the mobile device 2100 . In some
embodiments in which the iris biometric module 1514 is

incorporated within the mobile device 2100 , the iris imager
assembly 1626 may replace or work in conjunction with the
mobile device camera 2104 .

[0131 ] The iris processor
respect to FIGS . 1- 11 may
mobile device 2100 system
example , as discussed with

100 described above with
be implemented within the
in any suitable manner, for
respect to FIG . 12 . In one
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embodiment, the iris processor 100 may be a separate

processor within the mobile device memory or the mobile
device 2100 may include a single processor that implements

all mobile device functionality , including the functionality

of the iris processor 100. The iris processor 100 may be used
device 2100 . By using identity information derived from iris
biometrics , the iris processor 100 may determine whether
the user is an authorized user of the mobile device 2100
and/ or may determine what applications, settings, and /or
other features of the mobile device 2100 may be accessed by
the user. In at least one embodiment, a first user may have
permission to use all or a first subset of applications ,
settings , and/or features (e.g ., a parent that can access all

to identify and authorize a user (or users ) of the mobile

applications , settings , and/ or other features on the mobile
device 2100) and a second user may have permission to use

all or a second subset of applications, settings, and /or
features ( e . g ., a child that may only be able to access

child - friendly applications on the mobile device 2100 ). In

some embodiments , the mobile device 2100 may be con

figured to require identification and authorization to access

the device (i. e., as a login procedure ) and /or may be con

figured to require identification and authorization to access

one or more applications , settings, and/ or features on the

mobile device 2100 .

cessor, microcontroller, digital signal processor, etc .),

memory 2014 , and an input/output (1/0 ) subsystem 2016 .
The module 2010 may be embodied as any type of electronic
or electromechanical device capable of performing the func

tions described herein . Although not specifically shown, it

should be understood that the I/ O subsystem 2016 can

include , among other things, an I/O controller, a memory
controller, and one or more I/ O ports . The processor 2012

and the I/ O subsystem 2016 are communicatively coupled to

the memory 2014 . The memory 2014 may be embodied as
any type of suitable computer memory device , including
fixed and /or removable memory devices ( e.g ., volatile
memory such as a form of random access memory or a
combination of random access memory and read -only
memory , such as memory cards , e . g ., SD cards , memory
sticks , hard drives , and/ or others ).

[0135 ] The I/O subsystem 2016 is communicatively
coupled to a number of hardware and / or software compo

nents , including computer program components 1818 such
as those shown in FIG . 15 or portions thereof, illuminator (s )
2030 ( e . g., face and iris illuminators 1816 ) , an imaging
subsystem 2032 (which may include separate face and iris
imagers 2034 , 2036 ), a motor 2038 , and one or more motion
and /or location sensors 2040 . As used herein , an " imager " or

" camera ” may refer to any device that is capable of acquir
ing and recording two - dimensional (2D ) or three -dimen

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

sional (3D ) still or video images of portions of the real-world

[ 0132 ] Referring now to FIG . 17, a simplified block dia
gram of an iris biometric recognition - enabled system 2000
is shown . While the illustrative embodiment 2000 is shown
as involving multiple components and devices , it should be
understood that the system 2000 may constitute a single

environment, and may include cameras with one or more

device , alone or in combination with other devices. The
system 2000 includes an iris biometric recognition module
2010 , an iris biometric - controlled mechanism 2050, one or

more other devices and /or systems 2062, and a server

computing device 2070 . Each or any of the devices/systems

2010, 2050, 2062, 2070 may be in communication with one
another via one or more electronic communication links

2048 .

[0133] The system 2000 or portions thereofmay be dis
tributed across multiple computing devices as shown . In
other embodiments , however, all components of the system
2000 may be located entirely on , for example , the iris

biometric recognition module 2010 or one of the devices

2050, 2062 , 2070 . In some embodiments, portions of the
system 2000 may be incorporated into other systems or
computer applications. Such applications or systems may
include, for example , commercial off the shelf (COTS ) or
custom -developed cameras , operating systems, authentica

tion systems, or access control systems. As used herein ,

" application ” or “ computer application ” may refer to ,

among other things, any type of computer program or group

of computer programs, whether implemented in software ,
hardware , or a combination thereof, and includes self
contained , vertical, and /or shrink -wrapped software appli

cations , distributed and cloud - based applications , and/ or

others . Portions of a computer application may be embodied
as firmware , as one or more components of an operating
system , a runtime library , an application programming inter
face (API), as a self-contained software application, or as a

component of another software application , for example .
0134 ] The illustrative iris biometric recognition module

2010 includes at least one processor 2012 (e .g. a micropro

fixed camera parameters and/ or cameras having one ormore
variable parameters , fixed -location cameras ( such as “ stand

off ” cameras that are installed in walls or ceilings ), and /or
mobile cameras ( such as cameras that are integrated with
consumer electronic devices , such as laptop computers ,
smart phones , tablet computers , wearable electronic devices

and/or others .

[0136 ]. The I/O subsystem 2016 is also communicatively

coupled to one or more data storage devices 2020 , a com
2042, and a power supply 2044 (e.g., a battery). The user
interface subsystem 2042 may include, for example , hard
ware or software buttons or actuators , a keypad , a display
device, visual cue illuminators , and / or others . It should be
munication subsystem 2028 , a user interface subsystem

understood that each of the foregoing components and /or
systems may be integrated with the module 2010 or may be
a separate component or system that is in communication
with the I/ O subsystem 2016 ( e .g ., over a network or a bus
connection ). In some embodiments , the UI subsystem 2042
includes a push button or similar mechanism for initiating

the iris image enrollment process described above . In other
embodiments , the iris image enrollment process takes place
off the module 2010 , e . g ., on another device , such as a

desktop computing device. Alternatively or in addition , iris
image enrollment capabilities can be provided at a “ central"

module or server computer and then propagated to other
modules 2010 , e . g ., via a communications network . For
instance , in access control applications , enrollmentmay take

place at a main entrance to a facility or security command

center. Privileges can be determined at the central module or
server and then pushed out to or " downloaded ” by the

individual door lock assemblies in the facility.
[0137] The data storage device 2020 may include one or

more hard drives or other suitable data storage devices ( e . g .,
flash memory ,memory cards,memory sticks, and/ or others ).

In some embodiments, portions of the system 2000 contain
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ing data or stored information , e.g ., a database of reference
images 1836 , iris matching data / rules 2024 ( e.g ., access
control logic or business logic for determining when an iris

match has occurred and what to do when an iris match does

or does not occur), iris imager configuration data / rules 2026
( e. g ., mapping tables or functions for mapping iris imager
tilt angles to motor control parameters), and /or other data ,
reside at least temporarily in the storage media 2020 . Por
tions of the system 2000 , e.g ., the iris image database 2022 ,
the iris matching data / rules 2024 , the iris imager configu
ration data/rules 2026 , and / or other data, may be copied to
thememory 2014 during operation of the module 2010 , for
faster processing or other reasons.
[0138] The communication subsystem 2028 communica

tively couples themodule 2010 to one ormore other devices ,
systems, or communication networks, e .g ., a local area
network , wide area network , personal cloud , enterprise
cloud, public cloud, and /or the Internet, for example .
Accordingly, the communication subsystem 2028 may
include a databus, datalink , one or more wired or wireless
network interface software , firmware , or hardware , for
example, as may be needed pursuant to the specifications

communication links 2048, e.g ., signal paths, which may be

embodied as any type of wired or wireless signal paths

capable of facilitating communication between the respec
tive devices and components , including direct connections,

public and / or private network connections (e . g., Ethernet,
Internet , etc . ), or a combination thereof, and including short
range (e.g ., Near Field Communication ) and longer range
( e . g ., Wi- Fi or cellular ) wireless communication links .
[0141] Today , authorization of a financial transaction on a
mobile device is typically achieved by the entry of a PIN or
series of numbers by the user of the phone. The institute
accepting the transaction is limited to knowing that the
proper PIN or series of numbers have been entered match .

The institute has no way of knowing whether the authorized

individual has actually entered the data , or willingly entered
the data . The process in place does not validate the person
holding that device is actually the person authorized to use
the device or the person authorized to initiate the transaction .

(0142 ] End users and financial institutions processing the
transaction would benefit from the disclosed invention . End
users and financial institutions would be exposed to less risk

given the knowledge obtained from the biometric . The

likelihood of an unauthorized user processing a transaction

and /or design of the particular embodiment of the module
2010 .
[0139] The iris biometric -controlled mechanism 2050, the

higher level and more diverse number of services given the

other device ( s )/ system ( s ) 2062, and the server computing

higher level of security now available .

device 2070 each may be embodied as any suitable type of

user may open opt to enroll his iris images (Block 2200 )

device capable ofperforming the functions described herein ,

because they desire to conduct financial transactions utiliz

server computing device 2070 may operate a “back end ”
portion of the iris biometric computer program components
1818 , by storing the reference images 1836 , iris matching

images of the iris of the user are taken (Block 2202 ) and
the user or in any other suitable manner. If and when the user
desires to complete a financial transaction (Block 2206 ), the
user initializes a transaction (Block 2208 ), for example, by

computing device , electronic device , or electromechanical

such as any of the aforementioned types of devices or other
electronic devices . For example , in some embodiments, the

data/ rules 2024 , and/ or iris imager configuration data /rules
2026 , in a data storage device 2080 or by performing other

functions of the module 2010 . In general, components of the

server computing device 2070 having similar names to

components of the module 2010 described above (e . g .,

processor 2072 ,memory 2074 , I/O subsystem 2076 ) may be
embodied analogously. The illustrative server computing

is virtually eliminated . Financial institutions could offer a

[0143 ] As seen in FIG . 19 , in the disclosed invention , a

ing iris biometric recognition . If the user opts to enroll,

stored in a database ( 2204 ), for example , as a template for
opening up a particular website or software application . The

website or application requests permission to scan the iris of

the user (Block 2210 ) . If the user refuses to scan their iris ,
the transaction is terminated (Block 2212 ). If the user
agrees , images of the user' s iris are collected (Block 2214 )

and compared against images within the database (Block
2216 ). If the images do not match the images saved in the

device 2070 also includes a user interface subsystem 2082,
a communication subsystem 2084 , and an iris image enroll
ment system 2078 (which may capture and evaluate iris

database for that user or an authorized user, the transaction
is terminated (Block 2212 ). If the images do match , the user

enrollment module 1834 described above ).

2218 ).

images for enrollment purposes, similar to the iris image

[0140 ] Further, each of the mechanisms/devices/systems

2050, 2062 may include components similar to those
described above in connection with the module 2010 and/ or
the server computing device 2070 , or another type of elec

tronic device (such as a portable electronic device , embed

ded system ( e . g ., a vehicle infotainment system or smart

appliance system ). For example , the iris biometric -con

trolled mechanism 2050 includes one or more processors

2052 ,memory 2054 , and an I/O subsystem 2056 (analogous
to the processor 2012 , memory 2014 , and I/O subsystem
2016 ), an on -board power supply 2058 (e .g ., a battery ), and

is allowed to complete the requested transaction (Block

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES
[0144 ] Illustrative examples of the technologies disclosed
herein are provided below . An embodiment of the technolo

gies may include any one or more , and any combination of,
the examples described below .

[0145] In an example 1 , a biometric access control device

includes a camera having a field of view , an illuminator

device comprising one or more illuminators that emit light

into the field of view , a client device enabled to authenticate
a person to access a financial software and execute a

financial transaction , an input device , memory storing pro

an access control module 1832 ( e .g ., to perform access
control logic in response to an iris match determination

gram instructions, and a processor communicatively coupled

made by the module 2010 ). The system 2000 may include
other components, sub -components, and devices not illus
trated in FIG . 17 for clarity ofthe description . In general, the
components of the system 2000 are communicatively
coupled as shown in FIG . 20 by one or more electronic

to the illuminator device , the camera , the client device , the
input device , and the memory , and further communicatively
coupled to a database storing a reference iris image for a user
validated to access the financial software, the processor

executing the program instructions to : receive an input
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signal from the input device , determine that the input signal

comprises a permission to scan an iris of a person in

cessors executing the program instructions operates the

proximity to the client device , align the camera with the iris

illuminator device to illuminate the iris with a pulsing or
strobe illumination operation above continuous wave eye

of the person , send a first control signal to the illuminator

safe limits.

device , the first control signal activating a synchronous
emission of light by the one or more illuminators at a pulse
frequency above continuous wave eye safe limit, send a

second control signal to the camera , the second control
signal activating a capture of a plurality of digital images by
the camera , the capture being synchronous with the syn

chronous emission of light, receive the plurality of digital

[0154 ] An example 10 includes the subjectmatter of any

of examples 7 , 8 , or 9 , wherein the iris imager device, the

illuminator device , and the iris biometric recognition mod
ule are incorporated into a mobile device .
[0155 ] An example 11 includes the subject matter of
examples 7, 8, 9, or 10 , wherein the iris biometric recogni
tion module is communicatively coupled , via wired or

images from the camera, access the database and retrieve the

wireless internet connectivity , to a local, remote or cloud

the plurality of digital images matches the reference iris

image , authenticate the person as authorized to execute the
financial transaction , and execute the financial transaction .

database .
[0156 ] An example 12 includes the subject matter of any
of examples 7, 8 , 9 , 10 , or 11, wherein the one or more

[0146 ] An example 2 includes the subject matter of

authorization for the financial transaction after a predeter

reference iris image , determine that a first digital image of

example 1, wherein the financial transaction is conducted
via the financial software at an automated teller machine .
[0147] An example 3 includes the subjectmatter of any of
examples 1 or 2 , wherein the processor executing the

program instructions to : determine that the first digital image

of the plurality of digital images does not match the refer
ence iris image and deny the person access to the financial

software on the client device.

10148 ] An example 4 includes the subject matter of any of
examples 1 , 2 , or 3 , wherein the camera , the illuminator

device, the input device , the memory and the processor are

incorporated into the client device .
[ 0149 ] An example 5 includes the subjectmatter of any of

examples 1 , 2 , 3 , or 4 , wherein the illuminator device
comprises at least one infrared illuminator and the program
instructions operate the illuminator device to illuminate the

iris with a pulsing or strobe illumination operation above

continuous wave eye safe limits .

[ 0150 ] An example 6 includes the subject matter of any of
examples 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 , wherein the camera , the illuminator
device , the client device , the input device , the memory and

processors execute the program instructions terminate

mined time period .
10157 ] An example 13 includes the subject matter of any

of examples 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11, or 12, wherein the financial

transaction is conducted at an automated teller machine.
[0158 ] In example 14 , a method comprising authenticating
a person for authorization of a financial transaction via an

iris biometric recognition module comprises program

instructions store in memory and causing one or more
processors to execute the steps of aligning a lens of an iris
imager device with the iris of a person , operating an illu
minator device to illuminate the iris , operating the iris

imager device to produce a digital image of the iris, com

paring the digital image to a reference iris image, and
responsive to a determination that the digital image matches
the reference iris image , authorizing the financial transac

tion .

[0159] An example 15 includes the subject matter of
example 14 , and further comprises authorizing the financial

transaction via a combination of wherein authenticating the
person for authorization of the financial transaction via the

the processor are communicatively coupled , via wired or

determination that the digital image matches the reference

wireless internet connectivity , to a local, remote or cloud

nique .
[0160] An example 16 includes the subject matter of any

database .

[0151] In an example 7, an iris biometric financial trans
action authorization system includes: an iris biometric rec

ognition module that authenticates a person for authorization
of a financial transaction , the iris biometric recognition

module including an iris imager device comprising a lens, an

illuminator device, memory storing program instructions,
and one or more processors communicatively coupled to the

iris image and at least one additional authentication tech

of examples 14 or 15 , wherein operating the illuminator
device comprises operating an infrared illuminator and
operating the infrared illuminator comprises illuminating the
iris with a pulsing or strobe illumination operation above

continuous wave eye safe limits.
[0161] An example 17 includes the subject matter of any

iris imager device , the illuminator device , and the memory ,

of examples 14 , 15 , or 16 , wherein authenticating the person

tions to align the lens of the iris imager device with an iris

device incorporating the iris biometric recognition module is
executed via the iris imager device , the illuminator device
and the one or more processors .
[0162 ] An example 18 includes the subject matter of any

the one or more processors executing the program instruc

of the person , operate the iris imager device to produce a
digital image of the iris, compare the digital image to a

reference iris image , and responsive to a determination that
the digital image matches the reference iris image , authorize

the financial transaction .
[0152] An example 8 includes the subject matter of
example 7 , wherein the financial transaction is authorized
via a combination of the determination that the digital image
matches the reference iris image and at least one additional
authentication technique .
[0153 ] An example 9 includes the subjectmatter of any of
examples 7 or 8 , wherein the illuminator device comprises
at least one infrared illuminator and the one or more pro -

to for authorization of the financial transaction via a mobile

of examples 14 , 15 , 16 , or 17 , and further comprises
accessing the reference iris image via wired or wireless

internet connectivity , from a local, remote or cloud database .
[0163 ] An example 19 includes the subjectmatter of any
of examples 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 , or 18 , and further comprises
terminating authorization of the financial transaction after a
predetermined time period.
[0164 ] An example 20 includes the subject matter of any
of examples 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 , 18 , or 19, wherein the financial
transaction is conducted at an automated teller machine.
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The claimed invention is :
1 . A biometric access control device comprising :

[0165 ] In the foregoing description , numerous specific

a camera having a field of view ;
an illuminator device comprising one or more illumina

provide a more thorough understanding of the present dis

tors that emit light into the field of view ;
a client device enabled to authenticate a person to access
a financial software and execute a financial transaction ;
an input device ;

details , examples, and scenarios are set forth in order to

closure . It will be appreciated , however, that embodiments

of the disclosure may be practiced without such specific

details . Further, such examples and scenarios are provided
for illustration , and are not intended to limit the disclosure
in any way . Those of ordinary skill in the art, with the
included descriptions , should be able to implement appro

priate functionality without undue experimentation .

[0166 ] References in the specification to “ an embodi

ment,” etc ., indicate that the embodiment described may
include a particular feature , structure , or characteristic , but
every embodiment may not necessarily include the particu

lar feature , structure , or characteristic . Such phrases are not
necessarily referring to the same embodiment. Further, when

a particular feature, structure , or characteristic is described
in connection with an embodiment, it is believed to be

within the knowledge of one skilled in the art to affect such
feature , structure , or characteristic in connection with other

embodiments whether or not explicitly indicated .
[0167 ] Embodiments in accordance with the disclosure
may be implemented in hardware , firmware , software , or
any combination thereof. Embodiments may also be imple
mented as instructions stored using one or more machine
readable media , which may be read and executed by one or
more processors . A machine -readable medium may include
any mechanism for storing or transmitting information in a

form readable by a machine ( e . g ., a computing device or a
“ virtual machine ” running on one or more computing

devices ). For example, a machine-readable medium may

include any suitable form of volatile or non -volatile

memory .

[0168 ] Modules, data structures, blocks, and the like are

referred to as such for ease of discussion , and are not

intended to imply that any specific implementation details

are required . For example, any of the described modules
and / or data structures may be combined or divided into

sub -modules, sub - processes or other units of computer code

or data as may be required by a particular design or

implementation . In the drawings, specific arrangements or
orderings of schematic elements may be shown for ease of
description . However, the specific ordering or arrangement
of such elements is not meant to imply that a particular order
or sequence of processing , or separation of processes, is

memory storing program instructions; and

a processor communicatively coupled to the illuminator

device , the camera , the client device , the input device ,

and the memory, and further communicatively coupled

to a database storing a reference iris image for a user
validated to access the financial software , the processor
executing the program instructions to :
receive an input signal from the input device ;
determine that the input signal comprises a permission

to scan an iris of a person in proximity to the client

device ;
align the camera with the iris of the person ;

send a first control signal to the illuminator device, the

first control signal activating a synchronous emission

of light by the one or more illuminators at a pulse
frequency above continuous wave eye safe limits ;
send a second control signal to the camera , the second

control signal activating a capture of a plurality of
digital images by the camera , the capture being
synchronous with the synchronous emission of light;

receive the plurality of digital images from the camera ;
access the database and retrieve the reference iris
image ;

determine that a first digital image of the plurality of
digital images matches the reference iris image;
authenticate the person as authorized to execute the
financial transaction ; and
execute the financial transaction .

2 . The biometric access control device of claim 1 , wherein

the financial transaction is conducted via the financial soft

ware at an automated teller machine .

3. The biometric access control device of claim 1, wherein
determine that the first digital image of the plurality of

the processor executing the program instructions to .

digital images does not match the reference iris image ;
and

deny the person access to the financial software on the
client device .
4 . The biometric access control device of claim 1 , wherein

the camera , the illuminator device , the input device , the

required in all embodiments . In general, schematic elements

memory and the processor are incorporated into the client

instruction , and each such instruction may be implemented

wherein :

used to represent instruction blocks or modules may be
implemented using any suitable form of machine - readable

using any suitable programming language, library , applica

device .

5 . The biometric access control device of claim 1,
the illuminator device comprises at least one infrared

illuminator; and

tion - programming interface (API), and/ or other software
development tools or frameworks. Similarly , schematic ele
ments used to represent data or information may be imple

the program instructions operate the illuminator device to

structure . Further, some connections, relationships or asso
ciations between elements may be simplified or not shown

6 . The biometric access control device of claim 1 , wherein

mented using any suitable electronic arrangement or data

in the drawings so as not to obscure the disclosure . This

disclosure is to be considered as exemplary and not restric

tive in character , and all changes and modifications that
come within the spirit of the disclosure are desired to be
protected

illuminate the iris with a pulsing or strobe illumination

operation above continuous wave eye safe limits.

the camera, the illuminator device , the client device, the
input device, the memory and the processor are communi
catively coupled , via wired or wireless internet connectivity ,
to a local, remote or cloud database .
7 . An iris biometric financial transaction authorization
system comprising :
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an iris biometric recognition module that authenticates a
person for authorization of a financial transaction , the
iris biometric recognition module comprising :

an iris imager device comprising a lens ;
memory storing program instructions ; and
an illuminator device ;

one or more processors communicatively coupled to
the iris imager device , the illuminator device , and the
memory , the one or more processors executing the

program instructions to :

align the lens of the iris imager device with an iris of
the person ;
operate the illuminator device to illuminate the iris ;
operate the iris imager device to produce a digital
image of the iris;
compare the digital image to a reference iris image ;
and

responsive to a determination that the digital image
matches the reference iris image, authorize the

financial transaction .
8 . The iris biometric financial transaction authorization
system of claim 7 , wherein the financial transaction is
authorized via a combination of the determination that the

digital image matches the reference iris image and at least

one additional authentication technique .

9 . The iris biometric financial transaction authorization
system of claim 7 , wherein :

the illuminator device comprises at least one infrared

illuminator; and

the one or more processors executing the program instruc
tions operates the illuminator device to illuminate the

iris with a pulsing or strobe illumination operation
above continuous wave eye safe limits .

10. The iris biometric financial transaction authorization

system of claim 7 , wherein the iris imager device, the

illuminator device and the iris biometric recognition module

are incorporated into a mobile device .

11 . The iris biometric financial transaction authorization
system of claim 1 , wherein the iris biometric recognition
module is communicatively coupled , via wired or wireless

internet connectivity , to a local, remote or cloud database .

12 . The iris biometric financial transaction authorization

system of claim 7 , wherein the one or more processors

execute the program instructions terminate authorization for
the financial transaction after a predetermined time period .

13 . The iris biometric financial transaction authorization

system of claim 7 , wherein the financial transaction is
conducted at an automated teller machine .
14 . A method comprising authenticating a person for

authorization of a financial transaction via an iris biometric

recognition module comprising program instructions stored
in memory and causing one or more processors to execute
the steps of:

aligning a lens of an iris imager device with the iris of the
person ;
operating an illuminator device to illuminate the iris ;
operating the iris imager device to produce a digital image
of the iris ;
comparing the digital image to a reference iris image; and
responsive to a determination that the digital image
matches the reference iris image, authorizing the finan
cial transaction .

15 . The method of claim 14 , further comprising autho

rizing the financial transaction via a combination of wherein

authenticating the person for authorization of the financial

transaction via the determination that the digital image
matches the reference iris image and at least one additional

authentication technique.
16 . The method of claim 14 , wherein :
operating the illuminator device comprises operating an
infrared illuminator; and
operating the infrared illuminator comprises illuminating
the iris with a pulsing or strobe illumination operation

above continuous wave eye safe limits .

17 . The method of claim 14 , wherein authenticating the
person to for authorization of the financial transaction via a

mobile device incorporating the iris biometric recognition
module is executed via the iris imager device , the illumina
tor device and the one or more processors .

18 . Themethod of claim 14 , further comprising accessing

the reference iris image via wired or wireless internet

connectivity, from a local, remote or cloud database .
19 . The method of claim 14 , further comprising termi

nating authorization of the financial transaction after a

predetermined time period .

20 . The method of claim 14 , wherein the financial trans
action is conducted at an automated teller machine .

